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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
Meaning 
Cartesian coordinates, x, y in plane of plate 
cylinder ical _coordinates, r, -e- in plane of plate 
cylinderical coordinates in plane, p, 1 in plane 
of plate 
dis pl acements in x, y, z directions respectively, 
or Cartesian coordinates in j plane, u, v in plane 
of plate 
complex planes 
direct and shear strain in plane z = const. 
direct and shear stresses _in plane z = ·const. 
direct and shear forces per unit length in plane 
of plate with thermal effects 
transverse shear forces per unit length 
bending and twisting moments per unit length with 
thermal effects 
the�mal bending moment and direct force per unit 
length in plane of plate 
direct and shear forces per unit length in plane 
of plate without thermal effects 
Young's modulus and shear modul us 
Poss ion's ratio-
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flexural rigidit y of the plate, Eh3/ [12(1-�2 )1 































tangent to boundary, or temperature 0R 
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force 
two dimensional Laplacian 
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"the imaginary part of" 
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complex constants of integration 
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axis 
constant describing an ellipse, major minus minor 
axis 
constant, 25/48b Vihere b is v,idth of square plate 
constant, -1/25 
coefficient of thermal expansion 
thermal diffu�jvity 
inner plate boundary 
outer plate boundary 
complex potential functions 
variable Jon the boundary of unit circle 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The first application of complex variables to elasticity 
dates with the beginning of thi� century. In 1 902, L. N. G. Filon 
published a paper in which he developed the rudemen ts of the problem 
of plane theory of elasticity in complex variables. In 1909 G. V. 
Kolosov derived the equations of plane theory of elasticity in complex 
form and effected solutions to some boundary value problems. The 
major work rel?ting complex variables and the theory of elasticity 
was given by N. r. Muskhelishvili whose published works began in 1919. 
Muskhelishvil i  's [1� outstanding contribution is his brilliant 
monograph "Some Basic Problems in the Mathematical Theory of Elas­
ticity'', published in 1933. This outstanding work �as the catalyst 
necessary to initiate further research in the theory of elasticity 
and other related fields; however, it was not until 1953 that it 
was translated into English by J. R. M. Radok. In 1940, A. C. · 
Stevenso� independently.developed tha technique given by Muskhelish­
vili but his work was not published until 1945. 
Muskhelishvili's work is .very precise, complete, and lengthy. 
I. s. Sokolnikcff [16] pu.bl ished in 1_946 his book in v;hich a portion 
is devoted to the abbreviation and extension of the �uskhelishvili 
methoci. 
Extension of these results in the theory of elasticity to 
the theory of plates was effected bys. G. Lekhnitsky, I. N. Vekua,' 
and Lur'e as outl ined in [14]. The general solution of a plate 
loaded uniformly over its entire surface is given by L. I. Deveral 
[7] ! in a brie f work v1hich serves as a guide to sol ution of the plate 
2 
I 
pro,blem using compl ex variables. Mansfield [9] gives a more complete 
stJdy of this problem with a detail ed discussion of the plate 
equations expressed in complex form. Both Deveral and Mans field 
appl y the material to s pecific problems. 
Plates subjected to mechanical loading over a partial region 
have been treated using the complex variable approach by Bassali [D, 
Bassali and Hanna [2], and Bassali and Nassif [3]. These papers use 
continuity equ�tions between the loaded and unloaded regions to 
support the boundary conditions in developing solutions of the two field equations de fining the defl ection in the two regions. The 
plate boundary conditions insure proper defl ection and sl ope patterns 
at the outer edges while the continuity equaticns insure that the 
_ deflection, slope, radii of curvature, and shear match on the common 
boundary of the loaded and unloaded regions. 
w. Nowacki �� applied the technique of Green functions to 
de termine the deflections of a plate loaded over a partial region by 
thermal effects. In this work Nowacki used an assumed solution in 
the form of a double Fourier sine series. 
The objective of this thesis is to determine the deflections· 
Of th-�n �1 �mr,cc'"'eO''S �_,_·s0thro,oic plate confic_, ur ations thermally · .L l , J v,1 v .J � i , v , - � 
loaded over partial regions. These plate co0figurations will be of 
constant thickness and loaded over an inner circular region. The 
outer region will be unloaded with the boundaries clamped. The 
calculations will be confined to small deflection theory in which 
the. stresses remain entirely elastic. The temperature function in 
the loaded region will be confined to a particular case in which 
3 
the Laplacion of the thermal moment is a constant. This type of  
problem, solved by the complex variable technique, could not be found 
in a review of published literature. However, parallel solutions have 
been effected for plates which are mechanically loaded. The general 
outline of  the solution is as follows: The differential equations 
defining the deflection of the two regions are established in the 
complex plane. The solutions of these equations are written in terms 
of the particular sol ution of the differential equations plus two 
complex potentials. The particular solution being known leaves the 
solution of  these complex potentials as the solution of the plate de­
flection problem. These complex potentials are established by 
assuming a solution of the deflection in the outer region and eval­
uating the necessary constants using the.boundary· cond itions. The 
continuity equations are then used to establish the deflection of  the 
inner loaded regions from the deflections in the outer region. The 
solutions established in this thesis. will be compared to Bassali's 
[3] work wherever possible. In the other cases the answers will be 
compared to approximate solutions det0rmined by ihe finite-differenc� 
technique. 
4 
The Muskhelishvili method in theory of elasticity is a ve ry 
powerful technique and it has found applications in other areas as 
well as in the theory of plates. _Savin [15] has applied the complex 
variable me thod to the calculation of stress concentrations around 
holes. His work not only deals with simply connected plates but also 
with those which are multiply connected. Novozhilov [12] has applied 
this approach to the theory of shells. This work in the curvilinear 
coordinate system exemplifies the versatility of this process. Savin 
and Novozhilov are but two examples of the widening scope of this 
technique which points out its importance in the area of solid 
mechanics. 
CHAPTER II 
PLATE 'DEFLECTION THEORY 
-- . 
A plate is a body in which two dimensions are large in 
comparison to the third. In this thesis the plates considered will 
be of  uniform thickness h having a "mid-plane" that occurs at an 
equal distance of h/2 from-each face. A rectangular Cartesian 
coordinate system x, y, z will be chosen such that the x, y plane 
corresponds to the plate mid-plane and the positi�e z axis is do�n­
ward forming a right handed system. (See figure 2. 1) The deflection 
of  a point p (x, y, z )  is represented by the components of its 
displacement u, v, and win the x, y, and z directions respectively� 
are: 
The basic assumptions in the formulation of the plate problem 
(1) The plate is considered thin; i.e. , the h dimensio'n 
be considered small as compared to the plate length or 
width. 
(2) The plate material is homogenous, isotropic and �lastic. 
(3) All strain components are small as compared to unity. 
(4) The stress in the z direction �zz is negligible. 
(5) Kirchoff's hypcthesis of linear elements holds; i.e., a 
line element perpendicular to the plate mid-plane before 
deformation remains perpendicular to the plate mia-
l ,. .. - , ' ,.. t h-.,-"\ i• 1 ,-. ..i.. h 












(6) The deflection w is small as compared to the dimension h. 
{7) The deflection c6mponents u and v of any point p 
2. 2. 
(x, y, z = 0) are considered negligibly small . 
(8) The slope of any point p (x, y, z = 0) after deflection 
is small when compared to unity. 
Consider the cross-sectjon of the de flected plate in figure 
The components of deflection of point pare 
u = O , v = O, and w = f (x,y). ( 2. 1 ) 
The deflection component u of point p' is a function of the angle and 
the distance z. Because Tis assumed small, u (p') may be written 




�VJ = - Z Sin r ; - 2 tan r = - Z -­a X 
Thus the deflection components of any point in the plate can 
be given by 
U = � w - z �' � 
1/i 
V = - Z -
a y' 
and w = f (x,y). (2.2) 
Making use of the strain-displacement relations from Boresi 
(� and the equations (2.2) one obtains the stiain-displacement 
equations for a plate as 
£x - - - z 
� 2,,,1 








av - -- -- - - z (2_.3b) 
and 'c xy - a 
u 
+ � v = - 2z 
� y � X 
(2.3c) 
The thermoelastic stress - strain relations from Boley and 
Wiener [4] are 
= c::r x 
---
1 - -..;J 2 




where�, T, · E, G, and� are the coefficient of thermal expansion, 
temperature, moxulus of elasticity, modulus of shear, and Poisson's 
ratio respectively. 
The substitution of equations (2. 3) into equations (2. 4) 
yields the stresses in terms of deflection w which is a function of 




( 1  + \J ) 
1 0 
(2 . 5b ) 
(2 . 5c ) 
Le t us consider a plate which is in equilibrium subjected to 
mechanical loading and temper ature distribution. Take an in­
finitesimal element from this plate which is dx wide , dy l ong, 
and h dee p. The external load qdxdy and i nternal stress resultants 
acting upon this e le ment are shown in figure 2.3. These internal 
stresse s are the she ars per unit length Ox and Qy, the normal stresses 
per unit length Nx, Ny and Nxy ' and the moments per unit length 
Mx, My and Mxy· The moments are represented by double hea de d  arrows 
which comply with  the right hand screw rule. These stress resultants 










( 2 . 6b )  
� M 
( My + °d �  dy ) dx 
dNy 
( Ny + d y d
y ) dx 
d M  
( M
yx 
+ a r dy ) dx · 
Q dy X 
qdydx 
( Nyx + c, y . 
dy ) dx � 
� Q  
( Qy + � dy ) dx 
Figure 2 . 3 .  Plate Element in Equilibrium 
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a- d z 
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I d z  x y 
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z er d z  
y 
z o-xy 
d z  
1 2  
( 2 . 6c )  
( 2 . 6d )  
( 2 . 6e )  
( 2 . 6 f )  
( 2 . 6g )  
( 2 . 6h )  
1 3  
h/2 
NT 
= o< E ) Td z (2. 6j) 
-h/2 
h/2 
� E ) Tzd z  
-h/2 
(2. 6k ) 
As the infinitesimal element of figure 2. 3 is taken from 
a plate in equilibrium , the el ement itsel f must be in equilibrium . 
Thus, the vector sum of  all the forces and moments must vanish . The 
sum of  the ve r tical components o f  all the forces yields 
q + J Ox + � _ 0 
J X d y 
Summing moments  about  the x axis yields 
� My Q = O  
+ y a Y 
Summing �ome nts about the y a xis gives 
Sol ving  e quation s (2 . 7 ) , � 2. 8) ,  and (2.9) s imu l taneousl y we ge t 
( 2 . -7 )  
(2. 8) 
( 2. 9 )  
2 A 2 . , 2 q  
a l { . x  d MX y ? ___ 'J 1Y -- ( ) -- - 2 ---- + -- q • - 2 . 1 0  . 
8 x 2  J >: a y d y 2 
2 1 6 1 2  3 
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Solving equat ions (2 . 6  f ,  g, h) using equations (2. 5) and sub­
stituting the results into e quation (2. 1 0) yields 
1 4  
[q _ -;;/Mr · ] 
1 - v  (2  . 1 1 )  
where n 2 - J 2 J 2 





and D = -----
1 2  ( 1  - v 2 ) 
From the element shown in figure 2 . 3  the equation 
a Nx + J 
Nyx = 0 
� X � y 
is obtai ned by summing forces on the plate m i d- pl ane in the � 
direction. 
Similiarl y for the y direction 
;) Ny + J 
Nxy = 0 
c} y d X 
(2 . 1 2 ) 
(2. 1 3 ) 
Consider now the se ction of the mid-sur face of a deflected 
plate in the x z pl ane shown in figure 2.4. The force NxdY and the 
f or ce ( a
Nx 
) t · th direction. S · Nx + -- d x  dy h ave componen - s  1 n  e z umm 1 ng 
d X 
these compone nts and neglect ing the higher order te rms yie l ds 
0 ,----:-:-:-------------- x , u  
o x  
� ,w 
Fig ure 2 . 4 .  M i d�Su:rface o f  De fle ct ed P lat e in x z  Plan e  




J 2w a Nx 
zNx - x --2 dydx + --a X � X 
16  
d W  
d X 
dxdy. 
. ;} Nv Similiarly, N dx and ( N + � dy) dx ha ve components i n  y y � y 
the z direction. Summing these components y ields 
dxdy . (2. 1 5 ) 
The in-plane s hears Nxy and Nyx also cause a f orce in the z 
direct ion which are expressed as 
FzNxy 
and 
;J 2w ;) Nxy J w = N -- dxdy + -- - dxdy 
xy J x Jy ;p< d Y 
F z  Nyx 
2w N 
= N 'a + d 
yx 
yx J x ;; y cJ y J X 
(2. 1 6 ) 
dxdy . (2. 1 7 )  
The total vertical force exerted on the plate by the in-plane stre ss 
resultants and shears  is found by adding equations (2. 1 4 ),  (2 . 1 5) , 
(2 . 16 ) , and ( 2. 1 7) and neglect ing the terms of higher order . 
2 a w 
We get 
(2. 1 8) 
This vertical force acting on the pl a te is of the same 
character as the load q. Thus by adding (2. 1 8) to equation (2. 1 1 )  
and solving Nx, Ny , and Nxy using equations (2.5) and equations 
( 2 . 6c, d, e, and j) one obtains 
Equation (2.19) along with equations (2. 12) and (2. 13) are 
the differenti al equa tions of equil ibrium of a pla te subjected to 
any combination o f  mechanical  l oads and thermal effec ts so  l ong as 
.these l oad s stay within the bounds of smal l  deflection theory. The 
term q ( x, y) is the norma l pressure ex erted over the su rfac e  of  the 
1 7  
plate. The t�rms nx, ny , and nx y are the mechanical· stresses applied 
to the plate m i d- plane. Mr and Ny are the therma l moment and thermal 
s tress resul tants r e s pectively. Equation ( 2 . 1 9) wil l be appl i ed 
to a plate wh i ch i s  only  thermall y l oaded. Thus, 
( 2. 20) 
which i den t i c a l ly sa ti s f ie s  the e quilibrium e quations (2. 12 )  and 
( 2.1 3 )  leav ing equa tion (2. 1 9) def ining the defl ect i on thr oughout 
the rest  of this the s i s . The t hermal l oading w i l l  als o  be re-
str ictcd to c a s e s  wh i c h cau s e  NT to be 
ze r o . Re fe r r ing  to equat ion 
( 2 . 6j ) , NT wou l d  be z e r o 
i f  the temper a ture T i s  an  odd func tion vJ i t h  
re spec t  to the z ax i s. That is ,  i f  
T ( x ,  y ,  z )  -- T ( x , y ,  - z )  • _ (2. 21 ) 
1 8  
Equa tion (2.1 9) with the restrictions (2.20) and (2. 2 1 )  has the f orm 
2 
M 
4 - V  T n w V - D ( 1  - v  ) ( 2 . 22) 
This e quation defines the deflection of a pl ate which is 
thermally loaded in a manner such that the in-pl ane stre s ses caused 
by NT disappear. That is, the average temperature through the plate 
thickne s s  approaches the ambient tempera ture (T0 ) .  
Equation (2.22) will be modified such that the L a pl acian of 
the thermal moment ( \7 2Mr) will be l imited to constant values . In 
order to accompl i sh this along with the r es tricti on (2.20) and (2. 21 ) 




+ z [ g (x, y) + h (t)J ( 2 . 23) 
where r0 , g (x , y) and h ( t) are the ambient temper ature, a function 
o f  x and y, and a fun ction o f  time ·respectively . Subs tituting 






[g ( x , y )  
o< E h
3 [g ( x , y ) + h ( t ) ] M = --�--=.::___�__:.------
I 1 2  
h/2 
- h/2 
( 2. 24) 
From e quation (2.24 ) i t  is seen that  in order · for the  
Laplacian of the therma l  moment fo be cons tant, the  Laplacian of 
the funct ion g ( x , y )  must al so be  a constant. 
The temperature distri bution in a body for the unsteady 
19 
state c ondition is given by Four i er's general law of heat conduct ion, 
whi ch i s  
where � and t are dif fusi vity and time respective l y. For the steady 
'state condition equations (2 . 25) reduced to 
( 2. 26) 
Thus, in  orde r  fo r the tempe r a tu re  f unction (2.23) to satisfy the 
s teady s ta te c ond itions (2 . 26 ) ,  the La plac i an of the thermal mome nt 
( Mr )  must be z ero , yie l d i ng a pl a te de fl ecti on o f  zero  from equation 
(2.22) . The pla te stres s es a r e  e sta bl i s hed d i� ectl y from equa t ions 




= t /3 d 9 ( x , _Y ) + 
fJ x 2 




(2 . 27) 
Th t i , - -' i e n t  r 2  °3 ) P s tab l i s hed i n  th i s  t he s i s  ncv; e 1 H ? r m2 1 g r c.: c; __ . ,  \ • ✓-.. - -
.  • • , , 1 0- ,:,· r_, f r' 1. e a t c on d lJ c -1 i ci ;1 a ,  . d '.l i e l d s s a L 1 s f 1 e s  F ou r i e r  s 9 0 n � r a _ - · · - -
= -----
1 - v  1 2 ( 1 - ))  ) 
where  B is a constan{ . 
= B 
The f ina l for m of e quation (2. 19 ) with the restrictions 
impos ed in this thesis is 
20 
( �.28) 
( 2.29 ) 
This e quat1 on w i l l  be applied to pl ates which h ave the inner 
region· t he rmally l eaded and the outer region unloaded w i th the entire 
pla�e clamped a t  the outer  bound a ry of the unloaded region. Thus , 
the de flection of the  entire plate will be de fined by tv-1 0 differen tial 
equa tion s. The de flect i on o f  t he  l oaded .inner region by equati on 
(2.29) and the def l e c t i on of the unloaded outer region by 
( 2. 30 ) 
which is the b i h a r monic equa t i on. 
These e qua t i on s  w i l l  be e x p r e s s ed in te �ms o f  compl ex  
va ria bles and  t h0 i r  s o l u t i on a t t e�pted i n  t� e nex t  c h a pte � . 
CHAPTER I I I 
EQUP. T I ONS GOVERN  I !'lG PLATE  DEFLECT I CN 
I N  COMPLEX FORM 
Let z be a comple x numbe r x + i y  whose conjuga te z is x - iy, 
where x and y are r e al as sh o�n in figure  3. 1. Le t a complex or z 
plane be e stablis hed such  t ha t t he a bscissa o f  a point z be x and 
the o rdinate be iy, whe r e  
This coord i nate s y �. t.em  s h ov. n i n  f i gu r e  3 . 1 ma y also be es tabl i shed 
for the va r i a b l e s  r a nd % u s ing Eu lers formu l a  
r e i€- = J.' [cos -& -t i s i n  -& ] 
Substitu t� the z pla ne fo r t he xy  pla ne c o r �es pond ing t o  
the pla te m i d -pla ne a s  e s ta bl i shed i n  Cha p ter  two. Now a ny p o int of  
the plat e mid - pl ane  m�y  be  l oca t ed by  t he c ompl ex va r i a ble z or  i. 
Thu.s , the de flec t i on v. is a funct i on of z a nd z ·  and the t c,tal  
de riva t i ve dw is 
dvt = d Vi d z + 'd ,.,,. dz ( 3 .  l )  




Figure 3 . l e Complex P lane 
I 
I 
z = x+iy 
I iy 
I 
z = x-iy 
.{r = re 1 





;) z - = - i 
d y 
J y = 
J Y  - i 
23 
( 3 . 2 )  
By taking the partial der iva t ive of the de fl e ction w with 
re s pect t o  x ,  one gets 
c w  = a w  
d X J z 
'J z J ,,,.., + -
J X J Z 
c1 z 
d X 
from whi ch one obt ains the operator 
S i mil iar l y ,  from 
d W  'J w  J z  d W  J z  - - + -
a y  ;) z  J y  J z  J y  
one obtains the ope rat or 
= i ( 
J z 
The inverse o f  e qu at i ons (3 . 3) and (3 . 1 ) is 
'J 
J Y  
( 3 . 3) 




'J y ( 3 .- 5b ) 
Combining equations (3 . 5a )  and (3 �5b) one obtains 
( 3. 6 )  
Equation (3 . 6)  immedia tely yields the biharmonic operator in c omplex 







= ( 3 . 7 )  
Referring to equa tion (2.29), it is seen that the differential 
equation defining the de flection of a t he rmally l oaded plate is 
which, from equa tion (3. 7 ), has t he complex form 
- B 
1 6  D 
Equation ( 3. 8 )  is the differential equa tion de fining the 
de flect i on w of the r e gi on of a pl a te which is the rmally loaded . 
This equation becomes 
;J 4w 
= 0 
1 2 , - 2  o Z Cl Z 
( 3 . 8) 
( 3 .  9 ) 
25 
for unloaded regions. The sol ution of equation (3. 8) is  given b_y 
w = w + w p · 9  
where w
9 
is  the general solution sa tisfying 
= 0 
and wp i s  the particular solution sa tisfying 
., 2 .., _ 2 
(7 z Cf z 
= - B  
1 6  D 
The par ticular solution is found easily by integ rating 
equation ( 3 . 1 2 ) f our times a s, 
2 ;... 2  
- B  z z 
64 D 
The constants o f  i n tegrat i on will be included in the genera l  
solution . 
(3. 1 0) 
( 3 .  l l ) 
(3. 12) 
(3. 13) 
The general solu tion may als o be . f ound by integr a t ing equa t ion 
(3. 1 1 ) four t ime s . Th is was done by Goursa t [1 J . Ho�ever , it was 
ne e es s a ry to a s sume tha t v.r is real in ord e r  to reach a .c oncl us ion 
and the fact  tha t the compl ex poten t i als derived in the  solution mus t  
necessar ily be ana l yt i c  is n o t  eviden t� Muskhelis hvil i D i] gives 
the m e r e  con c i s e d e r iv a t i on � h i ch ·  f o l l o�s . 
Cons ider the function U ( x, y )  which satisfies the bi­




U = 0. ( 3 . 1 4 )  
Als o · l et a variable P ( x, y )  be de f i ned such that 
\/
2 
U = P. 
4 2 
Thus, V U = V P = 0 which i ndicates tha t P is harmonic in the 
domain being considered. Let  Q ( x , y )  be the harmon ic conguga te · 
function to P. Thus, Q and P must satisy the Cauchy-R iemann con-
d it ions ; i . e • , · 
� Q  ard = 
Now the comp l ex fun c t i on def ined 
0 Q 
d X 
f ( z )  = P ( x , y ) + i Q ( x , y ) 
is ne c e s s ar ily an a l y t i c v ithin  the d oma i n  c on sid er ed. 
Fur the r more d e fine 
J1 ( z )  = p + i q  -- -+ ) f ( z )  d z  
d o .J_s - _1_ ( z )  p ( X '  y) + Q Thu s J1 ( z ) = i f = .l. -::_._..- T - .i'J;: 4 
X J y 
( 3 . 1 5 ) 
( X '  y ) 
anal ytic, as per Churchill r6l . So equat1· on (3 1 c:..) · a al t ·  L: • J l S  n y l C  
and must conform to t he Cauchy-R i emann conditions from which it 
is  seen 
and 
d X 4 d X 4 
I t  c an be shown that 
27 
n2 V ( U - px - qy )  = 0. ( 3  • .1 6 )  
Hence, U = px + qy + r where r is a harmonic function in the regi�n 
considered .  Le t � (z) be the f unction whose real part is  r. Thus 
(3. 1 6) may be writ ten 
U = R r �  Jt( z ) + p ( z )] (3. 1 7 ) 
where R deno tes " the r eal pa r t  of ".  Equation (3. 17) is the 
solu tion of  the biharmonic equ ation (3.14) and J1 ( z )  and J ( z )  are 
called compl ex po tential s which a re  harmon i c , thus , neces sarily 
analyt i c  w ith in t he d oma i n  be ing c on s ide r ed. 
From e qu a t i on ( 3. 1 7 )  it is seen that the form o f  the gener al 
solut ion is 
w = i f ( z )  + z 1 ( z )  + X ( z ) + X, (z )  g ( 3 . 1 8 ) 
whe re L{ (z ) and X ( z ) a r e  c ornp l 2x po tenti z1l s . Thu s , the s o l u tion to 
( ")  1 '"' ) ' , ,..., ] 8 �  • e q u a t i on ( 3 .. 1 O ) i s o ;_-:i ta  i n e d f r n r;: 2 qu a t 1 on s --> • ,_ -5 an  o \ -) • . -- J ; 1 • e � , 
w = z Lf ( z )  + z tf (z ) + X ( z ) + X. ( z) 
B z 2 
64 D 
- 2  
2 
28 
(3 . 1 9) 
I f  the r egion invol ved is free'  o f  the rmal loading the n  B equal s 
z ero and e quation (3 . 1 9 )  becomes 
w = z Y' (z)  + z lf (z ) + X ( z )  + X ( z ) (3 . 20 ) 
- The restri c tions which mu st be placed on the compl ex potentials in 
e quations (3. 1 9 ) and (3.20 ) ar e e asily il l ustrated by substituti ng 
. lf ·Y:(z) + A + i B  + icz f or tf ( z )  a nd X* ( z ) - Az - iBz + iD for J ( z) 
into e ither e qua t i on.  For examp e ,  equation (3. 20 ) woul d yield 
w = z f*( z )  + z lf·* ( z) + X-)(· ( z ) + 1*(z ) 
wh i ch is ex act l y  the same equat i on as be fore the substitution only 
using different complex p otentia l s . This cond ition, howe ver, cannot 
be all owed to e xis t  in that the d e flect i on s  o f  a simpl y connec ted 
plate are s in g l e va l ued . Thu s f ( z ) and f.- ( z ) must be un ique. In 
· orde r to  el i min a t e  t he p os s i b i l ity o f  mu l tip l e va l ued de flec tions, 
it is nece s sar y tha t 
� ( O) � O, (3 .
21 a )  
J L{' ' ( O )  = O, 
( 3. 21b) 
a nc. J X ( C )  = C . ( 3 . :2l c' ) 
whe re J denote s 11 the ima gin 3 Ty part of " .  
The clamped edge has two boundary conditions. Fir st, there can not  
be any de flection of  the edge , so 
29 
w = 0 (3. 22) 




= 0 (3 . 23) 
on the plate boundar y. A l s o, be cause the plate is f l a t  in the 
onde formed shape 
d W  
'J T 
= 0 ( 3 . 2 4 ) 
where N and T ar e the  d i sta�ce s meas ured along the normal and tengent 
to the boundary r e spe c tivel y. Squar ing and adding e quat ion s 
(3 . 23 )  and ( 3 . 24 ) y i e l d s  
( ;J w )
2 + ( d v.' )
2 = 
N J T  
which i s  ana l ogu s t o  
( a w  )
2 
+ ( 
d Vl ? -
J X 'J y 
on the b ound c1 r y  be c au s e  1 i  k e  N and  T ,  X a nd  y a r e  pe r p2nd i cular. 
Subs tituting the operators (3. 3) for �/d x and (3 . 4) for ) /J y 
g ives boundary equation (3 . 23) in the form 
4 �  d W = O 
'iJ z , z 
In th�t z and z are directly related, one can not be zero without 
30 




J z (3 . 25) 
Subs tituting into the two boundary conditions (3 . 22 )  and 
(3. 25)  the expre?sion for the deflection (3. 20), one obtains the 
two boundary cond i tions for a clamped plate in terms of the complex 
potentials '-f ( z ) and .X ( z ) ;  i . e . , 
z tf(z)  + z lf' (z )  + X (z )  + ,X, (z ) = 0 
-·-
and lf ( z )  + z ({ '  ( z )  + -X '  ( z )  = 0 • 
Consider a function f ( ; )  such that 
z = t ( r ) or 
(3 . 26) 
(3. 27) 
(3. 28) 
will map all points of the plate in the z plane to point s inside the 
un i t circle in the -S plc.1ne . If the function f ( 1 )  i s  analytic, 
and i is deriva t i ve w i t h  re s pe ct to t he st ated parame ter is not 
zero, then the tr ans f orma t i on is conforma l .  The operation of 
conforma l  mapping o f  the ou ter bound0ry of the pl ate onto the unit 
31 
c i rcle greatly simplifies the determination of t he compl ex potent i als 
tf (z)  and l ( z ) .  The purpose of this transformation is two fold. 
F irst , an irregular shaped plate in the z plane is mapped to a 
c ircle of radius one and all o i  the points with in that unit circle 
are mapped from points on the irregular shaped plate. Th�s, if the 
complex potential s are analytic at all points of the plate in the 
z plane , they are also analytic at all points with in  a circle of 
unit radius in the J plane. Thus , the form of f ( :f ) a nd 'Y ( "S )  
i n  the 1 plane can be a ssumed a s  Taylor's series with a r adius of 
convergence of one. Using the restrictions (3. 21 ) the form of 'f ( ! ) 
and Y, ( 1 )  may be assumed 




(3. 29 j 
00 
and 1 (  J )  = � g 1 n 
n=O n 





are real and the rest of the coefficients are 
complex.  These ser ies will converge as per Churchill [6 ]. Second, 
the boundary conditions (3. 26) and (3. ?7 ) can be expressed in terms 
of one variable er in the 1 plane. Take any point 1 on  t he outer 
boundary of t he unit circle in  the -S plane. This can be written 
a nd 
1 = ; e i $ = l e i � = e i � = o- ( 3 . 3 1 a ) 




( 3 . 3 1 b ) 
because f equals one on the boundary. Thus, by trans forming the· 
boundary conditions ( 3. 26) and ( 3. 27) to the J plane by the use 
o f  the conforma l transformation ( 3. 28), these boundary conditions 
can �hen be expres sed in  terms of one var i able er • 
Us i ng the two ideas expres sed above, it is  seen that the 
complex potentials o f  the boundary cond itions ( 3 . 26 )  and (3 . 27) may 
be expressed in series form as in equat i ons ( 3.29) and ( 3. 30) and 
these ser ies may be expressed in terms o f  the one variable o-
Then, by equating coeff icients of the power ser ies, it  is possible 
to determine 9 1, 92, 
. • • • 9n and d0 , d1 , d2 • • • , dn ' thus de­
termining the complex potentials 1 ( 1 ) and X ( J ) . 
To trans form the bound ary condi t i on (3 . 26) from the z plane 
to the 1 plane i s  a s i mple matter of subs titu ting i n  the con formal 
transformat ion ( 3.28) which y iel ds 
32 
f (er ) l{' (o- ) + f (er ) f (} )  + J( <r ) + Y(� ) = O .  ( 3 . 32) 
To transform the bound ary c ond ition ( 3 . 27) it is neces sary to note that 
tf '  ( 2 )  = J_f w = � z J j  = lf ' ( 1 ) a z f '  ( r ) 
Using (3 . 33) the bound ary  condition ( 3.27) becomes 
tf '  ( 0-1 ) x · (#) = 0 'f (cr )  + f ( er ) ---- + 
f ' ( crl ) f ' (.J.)  rr .( 3 . 33) ( 3. 34) 
Equations (3. 32) and (3 . 34) ar e the boundary conditions o f  
a c l ampe d pl a te in t he 1 pl ane . Using the s e  two equations i t  i s . 
possible t o  d e te r m i n e  the  c ompl ex  po tenti a l s tf ( J ) and  X (  J )  and 
thu s e f fe c t  a sol ution . 
/ Le t 0 be the outer boundaTy of a thin el astic pl ate which 
i s  r i v i ded i n t o  two regions 
as shown in  f igure 3.2 . The boundary 
between region 1 a nd region 2 w i l l  be d e s i gn a t e d  r .  Region 1 o f  
the plate is thermally loaded and region 2 is unloaded. 
Recal l that the different ial equat ion of  a thermal l y  l oaded 
· pl a t e is 
B 
D 
Th i s  equat ion h old s  i n  r e g i on 1 .  Also, the  defining equation o f  
region 2 i s  
I n  that there a r e  tv,1 0 separate di f ferential e qu a t i on s  d e ­
fining the de fle c t i on o f  the plate i n  figure 3.2, t here  will be two 
sol utions made up of the compl ex poten t i als Lf1 ( z ) , X1 ( z ) ,  
1/2 (z) and X2 (2 ) . Thes e two sol ut i
ons mu st y i el d values b f  pl a te 
33 
de f le c tion suc h  tha t  on the bound ary  r ther e will be no d i s continu i ty . 
h .  h · 1 at0 d on r Move an infinite s ima l Take 2 po i n t  z 0 v1 1 c . 1 s  oc � • 
distan ce away f r om 2 0 and pe
r pend i cula r  to  the bound a r y  r in to r �gion 
1 .  C a l l t h i s  p o i n t  z 1 • 
S im l l iarl y, move int o region  2 and c




Figure 3 . 2 .  Gene ral Plate Plan View 
34 
poi nt z2 • Now points z 1 and z2 are separated by an irifi ntesimal 
· 
distance; ho�ever, t he pl ate charac teristics at the two poin t s  
are . gove rned by diffe rent equat ions. Be cause there is  no phy sical 





should be equal. Simi liarly, the slope of the plate, the 
moment, and shear forc e s  are equa l at z 1 and z2 . From these f our 
considerations it is seen that on the boundary r 
35 
H 1 = r�J 1 2 d z  2 ( 3 . 35) 
v,her e - v · = 0, e t c . 
2 
Equ ations ( 3.35 ) a re the c ontinuity equations of the bound ary f 
which, when sat i s f i e d , � i l l ensur e  the c ontinuity of deflection, 
slope, r ad ius o f  c ur vatu re, or  s hear between regions 1 and 2. 
Recal l rl ow equations ( 3 . 1 9) and ( 3.20) and apply these  to the 
plate of figure 3 . 2 ,  wh i c h  y ield s 
and . 
2 -2 Bz z 
w
l 
= · z 'fl(z ) + z lfl ( z ) + l1 ( z ) + 1\ ( z ) - 64 D 
w = ;  � ( z ) + z 
2 2 
. ( 3 . 36 ) 
( 3.37) 
Substi tu t i ng ( 3 . 36 ) and (3 � 37 )  i n to  the c on t inu i ty equ a t i ons ( 3.35) 
t . 1· n tPr r�, s  o r
r t h e  c omnl e x  one  obta i ns the c en t  i ri u i ty equ a  i on s  - " - r-
po · en t i a  l s ;  :i .e . , 
36 
2 _2 [z � ( z ) + z tf ( z )  - ] J + X( z ) + "k( z ) 2 = Bz 
z ( 3 . 38a ) , 
[ ; � •  ( z )  + tf ( z )  
[lf • ( z ) + tf(z )] � 
and [� " ( z ) ] l = !0_ 
2 1 6  D 




1 6  D 
64 D 
2 
= B z z (3. 32 b) 
32 D 
(3. 38c) 
( 3.38d ) 
The s ol ution of these equations g ives the difference in the complex 
potentials acros s the boundary r ,  which wil l  have the form 
['f (z )] � = g ( z )  
and [ -X,( z ) ] � = h ( z ) 
When these continuity sol utions have been obtained, one can find the 
compl ex potential s in region 2 knowing those in region 1 and vise 
versa. 
The form o f  e quati ons {3. 38) and the s ol utions of these  
equations are depend ent only upon the _shape of t he boundary r and 
are not affected by the outs i d e  boundary o .  For ex ample, the 
s olution of t he con t i nuity equa t ions o f  a square plate load ed over 
a central circl e  a re the s ame a s  those for an elliptic pla te loaded 
over a central circle. 
CHAPTER IV  
DER I VAT ICNS  OF  PLATE DEFLECT IGN EQUATIONS 
This chapter contains the developmen t  o f  the equations of 
de; lection of three plate con figurations. The se will  be arranged 
in the order of ; 
(A) A circular pl a te loaded  over a circular region. 
(B ) An elliptic plate l oaded over a circular reg ion. 
( C) A round-ccrne red square plate loaded over a circular 
region . 
This is m ore  or les s  tl 1e o rder o f  d i f f i c ulty even though the method 
of solution is s i mil a r . 
The solution o f  the circu l ar plate loa ded over the c ircul ar 
region is helpful in checking the s o l ution o f  an elliptic plate 
loaded over a circular region , in that the circular plate i s  a special 
case of an el l iptic plate . The round-co rnered square  plate loaded 
over a circular r eg ion is � o t  a s pecial case of either of the other 
problems. 
I n  o rder t o  con serve  r eading time and pres e n t  a continuous 
flow of mate r ial , the cal c u lation s  in this chapte r  are given in 
condensed  form. The c ompl e te set o f  ma thema t ical calcu l ation s  is  
g iven i� Append i x I f o r  those  �ho  �is h  to  s e e  the devel opmen t in 
_ more d e t a i l . 
Circular Plate Loaded Q.Y£.L � Circular Region 
Cons ider the circular plate of radius b thermall y loaded 
over the regi on enclosed by a concen tr ic circle of  radius a as 
38 
shown in figure  4. 1. Le t the boundary between loaded region 1 and 
the unloaded region 2 be r and the outer boundary o f  reg i on 2 be r ,  
which is clamped. 
The continuity equations of the boundary r expre ssed  in terms 
of the complex potentials were establi shed pr eviou sly by e qua tion 
(3. 38) as 
and 
[; Lf' ( z) + lf ( z )  + 
[lf • ( z )  + �z )] : 
-1Ll 
1 6 D 
· r  X · (z) 2 
B z --






B z z 
64 D 
In order to s ol ve the se  continuity e qu ations 
the bound ary r 
must be transf ormed to the ou ter boundary f* of the unit c irc l e  
i n  the � pl c n e. The trans f orma t i on necess a ry  to 
conformal ly ma p r 
t o  f1 ·* i s  
y , v 
a 
Reg ion l 
Reg i on 2 




z = a "f . ( 4 . J. a ) , 
where a i s  the rad ius of the i nner reg i on .  
G iving z -· a J ( 4 . l b ) 
d z. = a d J ( 4 . l c )  
and Q_ = 1 sL. 
d z  a d -S 
( 4 . l d )  
As the conti nuity equat ions are va l id onl y  on r ,  and r i s  trans­
formed to  the outer boundary of the un it ci rcle in  the 1 plane, we 
make the subst itution 
z = a r  = a <f" 
-
and z = a J = a o- -l 
int o  the continui ty equa t ion�. This gives 
[z Lf ( z ) + z Lf (z) + X (z) + - r  X (z) 2 
[z lf ' (z) + Lf ( z) + )'. ' ( z ) n B a
3 
32 D <r  
['h z l + - r  B a 2 Lf '  (z) 2 - -- ' 16 D 
and [1 " ( z )]� 
B a 
1 6  D r  
From equation ( 4.2d) we see using ( 4 .  l d) t hat 
B a 
(4 .- 2a)  = --
64 D ' 
(4 . 2b) 
(4 . 2c) 
( 4 . 2d .) 
which may be r ewritten 





d <r  
Integr ating wi t h  res pect to r yield s 
4 1  
B a 
1 6  D<:r 
r� , { z )] l = B a 2 l og er + Kl l- 2 1 6  D ( � . 3 )  
where K1 is the compl ex cons t an t  of i nte gration of v;hich the real 
part may be d e term ined  by subs titut i ng (4 . 3) i nto (4 . 2c) yielding 
We no·v :  h a ve a s o l u ti on for v:hich  may be again integrated 
giving 
B a 3  
3 
B a + v + . K -- rr l c g  er - -- er ''3 i a , 2c:r 
1 6  D 32 D 
where K3 a g a i n  i s  the c omp l ex c ons t a n t  of i n te g rati on. 
Subs t i t u t i�g ( 4. 4 ) and (4 . 3 ) in t o  the s econd c on tinu ity 
equ ati on (4 . 2b ) and a g a in c a r r y i ng ou t the i n teg r a t i on pr o ces s 
( 4 . 4 )  
B a4 - -- log c:r 
32 D 
2 2 
- a cr K + i a a, 
3 2 
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(4 . 5 ) ' 
is  developed with another complex · constant of integration K
4
• We 
have now e s tabl i s hed the  f orms o f  [f ( z )] �  and [ Y- ( z � �  Us i ng 
the f i nal equation at our disposal (4. 2a ) it is shown that 
R [K ]· = 5 Ba4 
4 1 28 D 
where R denotes "the real part of."  The imaginary portions of 
K2 , K3, and K4 
do not contribute to the deflection. They can not be 
determined and are not necessary, s o  they are disregarded. This 
leaves the s olution of the continuity equations in the J plane as 
R ( z � �  
Ba3 _ Ba 3 = -- o- log o- 32 D 1 6  D 
r� ( z � � 
4 5Ba4 
and = � 1 og o--
32 D 128  D 
Transforming these back to the z plane using the inverse transforma­
tion to (4.la ) 
J = z/a 
one has 
Ba2 
1 6  D 
z 




( 4 . 6b) 
The equa tions (4 . 6) g ive the change in the complex potenti als 
fr om. r eg ion 1 to region 2. Thus, they somewhat indica te the form of 
the complex poten tial s in regiorr 2. In Chapter I II it was seen that 
the complex potentials must be analytic throughout the reg i on being 
cons idered and that 
lf (o) = o 
� � '  ( 0 )  = 0 
and ,J 'X, • (0) = 0 
Using the trans f orm�tion 
z = b j' 
which conformall y maps the oute r  bound � r y of the plate in the z pl ane 
onto the un i t  cir cle i n  the  J plane and the cons ideration s s tated 
above the form o f  the c c mpl ex potentials for r egion 2 in  the 1 ·  plane 





q .::i y e  - o - - -
� i1 - b 1 l og 1 J 
c on s t a n t .; . 
(4.7a )  
(4.7b) 
These tv10 complex po tentials must satisfy the clamped boundary 
conditions of r egion 2 which are 
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z (4 . 8a )  
and r ( z )  + z f ' ( z )  + )'.: ' ( z ) -- = O 2 2 2 (4. 8b) 
Substituting (4.7a ) and (4. 7 b) into boundary  e quation (4. 8a) 
and setting -J equal t o  er , one finds th a t  t he logarithic terms  
cancel and the Ba2/1 6D terms drop out, leav ing 
2 
2bd 1 
+ a g0 = 0 .  (4. 9) 
Subst. i tuti ng the  a s sumed va l ue s of tf 2 ( 1 ) and X2 ( J )  into 
boundary condition ( 4 . 8b )  we find t h a t  a ga i n  t he l ogar ithmic te rms 
can cel , l e a v i ng t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  the pov;ers of er ; i. e . , 
a 2 
2d 1 - b - 2b = 0 ( 4 . 1 0 )  
T o  subs t a n t i a t e  t h e  a s sumed f o r m  o f  i
2
( 1 ) and X
2
{ J )  i t  is 
neces s ary tha t we deve l op t wo independeni equati on s  with �hich to 
de termine the tviO a �. sumed c ons tc1nt s d 1 and g0 • This cond i tion has  
been fulfil led  by  equa tion ( 4.9 )  and  ( 4 . 10) . 
Using (4 . 9 )  and ( 4.1 0 ) , the s o l utions of d 1 and g0 ¼i l l  
e s t a bl i s h  the c omp l e x p o ten t i a l s  f ( 1 )  and X(  J_ )  i n  the f pl ane . 
Tr � n  f · · · b I t c) .i. hn ..., ...., 1· - n�  f h _T ,..,UC_i h t h,e 1· n ve r c:; �  t r a n s -c:;. •• s c rm  _ n y t r: e s ::i _ , a c K l :.. L. t-· o , � � ..., _ - -- -
f orma t i on 
) = � 
b 
g i ve s  
lf2 (z) 
and X2 (z) 
Ba2 -- --
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l og : ] • 
- - - -
2 
Recalling that the solutions to the continuity equation s ar e 
Thu s , (4 . ll )  and (4 . 6 ) g ive 
lf
l 
( 2 ) = Ba 2 [2 
b a 
2 
z ] l og -: + 4b2 16 D " 
and )'l ( z ) = Ba
4 
� o g _l_: + � - .b: J - . 
32 D l
1 
a 4 a 
establ i s hed the d e fle c ti on -,... 1 and w2 . 
h ave 
45 
(4 . l l a) 
(4 .  l l b ) 
(4 . 1 2a ) 
(4. 12b) 
.46 
Re ferring to equation s ( 3. 36) and ( 3.37) and_ recal l ing t hat z z = r2 
one sees tha t 
and 
= Ba2 Gr2 - 2b2 - a2 + §
2 r2 ( 2 2 
r
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2b2 4a 2 
(4.1 3a) 
(4 . 13b) 
The se are the equations of de flection of  a circular plate . 
. lo aded over a cir cular region . 
E l l ipt i c Pl ate Loaded .Q.Yil §. C ircul ar R egion 
Conside r the t hin elli pt i c  pl ate sh own i s  figure 4.2 whose 
oute r boundary t is clamped and whose major axis is a a nd minor 
axis  is b. This plate is l oaded over a central cir cle o f  radius c 
which will be call ed reg ion 1 and unloaded in region 2 wit h the 
bound a r y  between r eg i on 1 and region 2 d e signa t ed r . The equa tions 
de fin i ng the de f lection in terms of the complex pot enti al s are given 
by (3. 36) and ( 3.37) . 
The continuity e quat i ons ( 4 .6) ho ld  fot the plat e s hown in 
f i gur e  4 . 2. Thes e equ a t i or s  are va l id f o r a ny s impl y conne cted 
plate t�erma l l y  load ed ove r a c i r c u l ar r e gion wh ose center c orre s p ond s 







Figure 4 . 2 .  E llipt ic  Plate  Loaded over a Circular Region 
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_ 
Bc 2 � 
1 6  D L l og - - -
z z ]  
C 2 { 4. 1 4a) 
and [ ] l Bc4 
[ 
'/.. ( z ) 2 - 32 D 1 og z + % J (4. 14b )  
The transformati on neces sary to map the outer boundary r 
onto the unit circle i n  the J plane is 
. or  
l 





( m J  
( m 1 
1 - 1 + n ) 
+ n J -
1 
) 
wher e  m = a +  b and n = a - b .  
(4.1 5a ) 
( 4 . 1 5b ) 
We now assume the form o f  the  comple x  potentials lf 2 ( 1 )  and 
X2 ( J )  based on equati ons ( 4 . 1 4 ) , (4 . 1 5 ) and (3 . 21) .  The s e  are 
lf 2 ( f ) = :; \





[ 2 ] and X2 ( _J ) 3 2 D - 1 og j + go + g 1 j
- • 
( 4 . J 6 a ) 
( 4. 1 6b ) 




, g 0 , and g1 w i l l  be de termined from the 
bou�dary conditions o f  r egion 2 �hich are given by equ a tions (3 . 32 )  
and ( 3.34 ) . Subs t itu t i ng ·  t he as sumed s o l u t i ons of  the complex 
potentia.ls lf' 
2 ( 
J )  and X
2
( '5 )  i n to equ a t i on (3.32 ) one sees tha_t 
the constan t Bc 2/16D c an c e l s  and the l og a r i t hmi c terms d r op out , 
l e av ing  
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coeff icients of like powers of o- gives 
nd
1 + md2 + 2c
2g = 0 l ( 4 . 1 7 a ) 
m_dl 
+ nd2 + 
2 
2 c 9o 






2 c 9 1 
= 0 
yielding two independent equations for determining the constants. 
Substituting the as sumed compl ex potential s (4. 16) into the 
second boundary condition (3.34) one again sees  that the constants 
cancel and logari thmic terms  drop ou t, leaving 
2c2 2 
) 
4c m - 1  + - + -2- g o-
n n 1 
2 - - d + - + m + 
1 
d ( 
rn 2m2 m2 







+ - + m + -
n n2 n 2 
Equating _ ccef f i cien t s  o f  l ike  power s o f  er or1e obt ain s  three 




. d2m 4c2 0 + -- + -- 9 1  n n , \ (4. 1 8a) 
, 2 
(2 + m2/n2) 
m 4c m 
d2 









+ m = 
and (m , m
3














(4. 1 8b) 
(4. 1 8c) 
which, along with the two equ a t i ons (4. 17 ) ma ke five equations 
f rom wh ich four unkno�n constants  d1 , d2 , · g 1 , and g0 are  desir ed. 
"Thus, our s y s tem of  equa tions appea r s  t o  be in over de t er mina te. 
However,  equa tion ( 4 . 1 8 c ) i s  n o t  ind e pe n d e n t .  If  v1e mu l t i pl y  equa t ion 
(4 . 1 8b) by m/B and add e qu a tion (4.1 7 a) kno·1.- ing the solu t i on of g 1 
i s  -mn/2c2 fr om ( 4 . 1 7a) and (4 . 18a) we can devel op equa tion (4.18c )  
which pr oves it i s  no t independen t . Thus , there are four  independent 
equ a t ions with wh ich to d e termine the f our unkno�n constan ts , 
yie l ding 
= -mn 
9 1  2_c 2 
·(4 . 1 9a ) 









2 + 3 + 
d l 
3mn m 2mc .- . 
( m2 n 2
) 
+ 
(4.1 9 c) 
') 'J 4 4 'J r'\ 2 \ 2 L 
t.1 .::-:7 
L + + ""' + ( 0 , 1 L lT I C m L i . �  and 0 � o  
- L.
c 2 ( ,,: 
- 2 \ n I 
5 1 
The solution of thes e constants give s lf'
2
( J )  and X
2
( f )  which , ' 
coupl ed with the inverse transf ormation of (4. 1 5) 
- mn 
or J- 1 = _z -_f_z_2_-_m_n 
n 
and the soluti ons to t he conti nuity equations (4. 14) 
solut ions to tf'2 ( z ) ' X2 ( z )  and t hu s <f\ ( z )  a nd X 1 ( z ) 
✓2 2 lf B c2 [ cl d2 ) z + -mn 2 ( 2 ) = --. -2z  1 og + m + n 2 + 32 D m 
d2 
/z
2 - nm] 
X2 C z ) = 
Bc 4 [ z
+ 
/2
2 -mn 9 1 
( 2z
2 
- l o g + 9o +
-
32 D m n 2 
+ c� �l ( z ) Bc 2 [- z l o g C Z + C v z 2 -mn d1 + - -= --32 D 
/42 - mn - d2 ✓ z2 - rn�l 
n .  J Xi ( z ) = �  [ 32 D 1 og  CZ  + C mz / z 2 - mn 5 · + 9o + 4 z rn m g i_ve the whi ch d l  ✓ 2 - z m - 2z lz2 f o l l ov1 - mn ( 4 . 20a ) - m� -mn� { 4 . 20b) 1) z d 1 + -m ( 4 . 20c ) 
( 4 . 20d ) 
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These equations coupl ed with the equations of  de flection 
(3 . 36 )  and ( 3.37 ) de s cr ibe the d eflection of the plate in figure (4 . 2 ). 
Round Cornered  Souare Pl ate 'Loaded rn � Circul ar Regi on 
This se ction deal s with a round cornered square pl ate 
who ' e outer boundary k'" is clamped and whose inner region 1 bounded 
by ;r i s  therma l l y  l oaded . The r a d i u s  o f  the i nne r b ound a r y  r i s  
c and the p l a te itself is b square  as in figure 4. 3 .  
The solution of the continuity equation between regions 1 
and 2 are as in the previous sections (4. 6) ;  i. e . , 
Bc 4 - --
32 D 
The t ran sformation nece s sary to map the boundary I onto the 
unit circle in the J plane is 
z = 
OT z = 
whe re L = 25 b and  A = - 1 /25 
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Based on this tr an s f ormat i on ,  the s olutions to the c ontinuity 







Fieure 4 . 3 . Roun d  Cornere d  Square Plate  Loaded over  a Circular _ 
Region 
mu s t  be analy t i c ,  we a s sume the form o f  the fun c ti on s  tf 2 ( J ) and 
X 2 { J )  a s  
Bc2 
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lf 2 ( 'J )  � 
- --
16 D 
( 1 + >. :r
5 ) 1 og :f - l + d l j' + d5 :f 
5 J { 4. 21a ) . 




[1 0g 1 - l  + 9 0 + 94 :f 4 J ' 








are rea l  o r  c ompl e x . 
( 4.21 b) 
The se constants w i l  1 nov.1 be de te rmined by subs  ti tu t i ng the 
a s sumed complex p o te n t i a l s (4 . 21 ) i n to the boundary conditions of a 
clamped pl a te (3. 33 ) and (3 . 34 ) and equating c oe f f i c ie n t s . If the 
numbe r  o f  e qua t i on s d e r i ved  by t his me t h od equa l s the number o f  
c on s t cJ n t s  a s sumed , t hen  i n  al l l i ke l yh o od , the f o rms  o f  tf2 ( 1 ) a nd 
X 2 ( 'S )  a r e  c or rec t .  
Subs tituting equations ( 4. 2 1 ) in t o  (3. 33) de ve l o ps the 
equa t i on 
-4 g4 a
 4 er + __ er = O . 
E qu a t ing coefficient s o :  l i ke povie r s  o f  a- g i ve s  three equat i ons o f  
wh i ch 
2Ld + 2L- A d + a
2o - 0 
(4 . 22a ) 
5 -o 
and 2L ,,\ d l + 2Ld 5 + ;:,
2 a ::; 0 
( 4 . 22b ) 
-..., -' 4 
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a r e  i nd e pend en t .  The subs t i tu t i on o f  e qu a t i on s  · ( 4 . 1 8 ) i n t o  
boundary  c ond i t i on s  ( 3 . 3� ) y ie l d s  the i n f i n i te ser ie s  
+ f 5 - 25 A 2 ) d5 + ( 25 A 
3 
- 5 A ) d  1 + 4 L  ,I. - 20 U .  
3 + 5a2 ,\ /2L 
+ 2a2g
4
/rJo--3 + ( 1 25 A 3d5 - 1oa2.A g4 - 25L �  4 + • • • ) <r -7 
- 1 1  + ( • . • ) o- + • • .  = o .  
E qua t i n g  c oe f f i c i en t s  o f  1 i ke powe r s  o f  er deve l ops  a n  infin i te 
numbe r  o f  e qua t i on s .  A c l o se r  ex am i n a t i on , h oweve r , r eveal s tha t by 
mu 1 t i p 1 y i n  g t he c o e f f  i c i en t s o f (J"" - 3 by - 5 A one ob ta i n s  the  c o-
e f f  i c i en ts o f  o- - 7 • S i m i l i a r l y , by mu l t i p l y i ng (
4
. 22b ) by 4/L , 
and add ing the c oe f f i c ie n t s  o f  o- t i me s -5  A pl u s  the c oe f f i c i e n t s  o f  
-cr-
5 
one c an d eve l o p  the  equ a t i on f o r  the c oe f f i c ien t �  o f  <:r - 3• Thu s ,  
two more  i nd ependen t e qu a t i ons  
( 4 . 23a ) 
and 5 A 0
5 
+ ( 2 - 5 >. 2 ) d
1 
+ 4L >.. 2 - L - a 2/2L = 0 ( 4 . 23b ) 
are deve l ope d , g iv i n g  u s  f our  e qua t i ons w i th �h i ch t o  d e ve l op t h
e 
f ou r  unkn own s ; i . e . ,  
_ 2L  2 - l 8L  2 A 2 _-t� 
d l  -�--- 2 
4L  - 2L A 
( 4 . 24a ) 
d � 2 A L 
2 - 2L 2 � 3 - a 2 A 
5 
41 - 20L A 2 
g = -2�L�
2







4�+--J.-( �A�2��1�)�a2 , 
o 
a2 (2 1 0  A 
2
) 





















( 4 . 24d )  
These equations· ( 4 . 24 ) ,  when s ubstituted into the assumed 
forms of <f2 ( 1 ) and X2 ( "5 ) ( 4 . 1 8 ) , yie_ld the comp l ex potentials in 
region 2 which, 'Ni th the solutions to the con t inut ty equations (4. 6), 
yield the complex potent i al s  o f  region 1. These equations wil l ,  from 
neces sity, be wr itten in terms o f ) ,  where _ z  = L 'S +  L� -:S'-5 because  
the i nverse o f  this trans formation cannot be wr i tten. Thus, the 
complex potential s defining the de flection of  the pla te � ho�n in 
figure 4. 3 are (4. 21a and b )  and 
'f 1 ( J ) = Bc2 
1 6 D 
4 
rL ( ) + ).. "5 5)  l og ( L + L >-� ) + ( c 1 - 1.) ) 
L c 2 
+ ( d5 - ¥ ) :P] 
B c 4 [1 
.
L + L A -s· 4 = o g  --- . 




CALCULATION OF THE PLATE DEFLECTION 
Deve l opment .Q.f Heat Equation 
The temperature field within the inne r circular reg ion of 
the plate configura tions must  satisfy F ourie r ' s  general l aw of heat 
conduction and be so constructed that the Laplacian of the thermal 
momen t  M1 is a constant over  the en tire heated region. The 
temperature funct i on must yield an average tempera ture e qual to the 
ambient temperature so that the inner region will not expa nd on the 
aver age . This is necessary in order for the inner boundary be-
tween the heated and unheated region to be free from i.n-plane s tre sses 
In order for the Laplacian of  the thermal moment  to be a 
constant it is see�  from e quati ons (2. 25) a�d ( 2.28) that the 
Lapl acian of the tempera ture  function ( 2. 23 )  must also be a cons tant. 
When this is the case, Four i er 's general l aw of heat conductions 








T = l !J T 
--2 2 2 
- cons t an t ,  
;;; x  J y  :J z fJ a t  
in cylinde r i ca l  c o ord i n a tes,  
2 2 2 
= l d T  cJ T + _J_ [) T l J T J T + - - + 
2 · 2 iJ-B-2 
d Z  
2 fa J t a r  r r J r 
( 5. 1 )  
constant .  ( 5 . 2 )  
Equation (5. 1 )  i s  the par ticul ar case in  whi ch the tem­
perature  var ies l i nearl y with time or when there is a he at  source 
or s ink within the pl ate itse lf . 
The temperature function in the outer region, that is , 
region 2 of the plates, is a constant equal to the ambient tem­
perature . From the assumed fotm of the temperature function ( 2. 23 ) 
i t  is seen that the mid-plane of the heated reg i on also  remains at 
the ambient temperature. In order for equation (5. 1 )  a l ong with 
the condit ions (2. 2 1 )  to be satisfied, i t  is nece ss a ry for the 
temperature to vary linearl y with z as in  (2 . 23) .  The temperature  
f i e l d  will al so be  considered i ndependent of � and var y  onl y as  
a f unction of r, thu s, the heat  equation (2. 23) has the form 
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T = T0 + z [ g ( r )  + h ( t ) ] ( 5 . 3 ) 
and equation ( 5. 2) has the form 
a2r 1 ;; T l c} T - + - -- = - - ( 5 . 4 ) 
d r 2 r d r f3 c) t 
Substituti ng ( 5 . 3 ) int o ( 5 . 4 )  g ives 
d2g ( r )  l d
2g ( r ) + - - C 
dr 2 dr 
( 5 . 5 ) 
whe re  C i s  a c on s tan t e qu3 l t o  h '  ( t )/,
i 
· 
Equa tion (S. S) is a n  ord i n a ry  d i f fe r en t i a l  e qu ation
 wh os e  s oluti on is 
Cr 2 
g ( r) = + C l n  r + c2 • 4 l 
The constants C1 and � may be determined from the boundar� 
conditions, which are 
when r = a, 
when r = a, 
g (r )  = 0 
J g (r )  = 0 
a r 
These boundary conditions corr�spond to the temperatur e being 
ambient on the inner boundary and the slope zero at that boundary . 
It is seen that 
g (r)  = g 
4 
+ Cra ln .§. 
2 r 
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The temperature function (5 . 3) becomes 
T = T
0 
+ z [� (r2 - a2 ) + h (t ) J . (5 .6) 
The function h (t) ( 2 . 27 ) is linear with res pect to time . 
Thus, the heating function (5.6) will continue to incr ease in 
magnitude indefinitely, which of course, is impossible . Therefore, 
a limit must be placed upon the time interval such that the temperature 
buil d up does not cause the material to exceed its elastic properties . 
It is also apparent that t he deflection is dependent upon the rate 
of hea ting ; thus, a hea ting rate is picked such that the de- · 
flections do not excee d the small deflection theory presented here. 
The r ate of  heating h '  (t) is 22. 443 R0/hr wh ich when applied to a 




1 2 (1 - V )  
from equation ( 2 . 28 )  vhere 
= 8 .  27lxl02 = B (5 . 7)  
h = . 25 inches ,  
E = 30 X 1 06 ps i,  
0( = . 06 in/in, 
and V =  . 3  
Circular Plate Loade d � �  Ci rcular Region 
The equa tions of  de flect ion of a circular plate loaded 





















2 2 b] - -b + -- - - + ( a + 2r  ) log -
a 
• 
16 D 4 2b2 4 a
2 
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These e qu ations of de f l e c tion we re  sol ved using the digital 
computer to de termine the deflec tions a t  �a r ious point s on the plate. 
These position s were sel e c ted in a manner �uch that the boundary and 
continuity condit i ons coul d be checked al ong vd t h  the general de-
fle ction pattern . 
The plate con sid e r ed via�. made  o f  s te e l  a nd of  the dimensions, 
a =  2. 5 inche s , 
b = 5. 0 inche s, 
B = 8. 274 x 1 02, 
and D = 4. 285 x 1 04. 
Th is pla te �as hea ted on the inne r r eg i cn by the _ temp
era t ure f un c t i on 
( 5 . 6 )  wi th a r a te o f  he c t f r g ex ;H e s <.: ec by eq;__i a t i c n 
( 5. 7 ) . The 
deflections derived from the above equations are shown in figure 
5. 1 . The computor program used to devel op these deflections i� 
given in Appendix I I . 
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The equa tions of defl ec t i on (4.1 3 )  g iven above were obtained 
f rom the comp l ex poten tials (4. 1 1 )  and (4. 12) . These complex 
poJentials are ana l ytic in th� region involved and c onform to the 
restriction (3 . 2 1 ) and thus fulfill all of the necess ary conditions 
es tablished previously • 
. E l liptic Pla te Loa ded � �  C ircular Reaion 
The equa t ions of deflection of an el liptic pla te loaded 
over a circular region a re given by the substitution of the complex 
I 
I 
potentials (4. 20) int o lhe deflec tion formulas (3. 36 ) and (3 � 37). 
The se equations a re 
- mn (
dl d2) 
+ - + -rn n 





) + 4 




x + 2x y + y - mn x - � - 1 o n2 
(2x2 - 2y





1 6  C 
4 2 2  4 2 2 ] x - 6x y + Y - mn (x -
_
Y ) 
c (1 + l -
M 







 2 4 
X + 2:x y + y 
- . 0 79 
- . 10 9  
- . 120  
+ 
- . 099 
- . 109 
- . 06 1 
- . 0 48 
+ 
- . 0 22  
- . 0 6 1  
- • 0 36 
- . 0 79 - . 0 42  
Fig ure 5 . 1 . De fle tt ion o f  a Roun d  P late 
+ 
- . 0 0 3 5 
- . 0 0 9  
- . 0 12 
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d 1 . d 2)✓ 4 2 2 
+ - - - X + 2x y · m n 
2y
2 
- mn - 2 Vx4 
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(5. 8b) 
The above equations ( 5.8) give the deflection a f  the unloaded 
and loaded regions of the ell iptic plate re s pectively. In that the 
circula . pl ate is a special case of an el l iptic plate in which the 
major and minor ax i s  are equal , the se s o l utions may be compared to 
the equation s ( 4. 13) cf a ci rcul ar pl ate. When the maj or axis is 
equal to the mtnor ax i s , t hen a equals b, and 
m = 2a (5.9a) 
n = 0 (5. 9b) 
from equat ions ( 4 . 1 5) .  Substituting equations (5. 9) into the 
equations (4. 1 9) one develope s the cons tants of equations ( 5. 8) for 
the par ticular case o f  a circu lar plate loaded ove r a concentric 
circle ; 
9 1  
== 
d = 2 
dl 
= 
and a = 
- o  
i.e. , 
o ,  







( 5 . 1 0a) 
( 5. 1 0b) 
( 5 . 10c)  
( 5 . 1 0d ) 
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· The substitution of ( 5. 9 )  and (5.10) in to  the de flection e quation� 
( 5.8) gives 
and 
where  r2 = x2 + y2 • 
( 5 .  l l b )  
The e qua tions (5. 1 1 ) compar e exactly with the equations ( 4. 13) which 
wer e  derived in Chapter IV. Thus, the particular case of the elliptic 
plate de flections de scribed above s atisfies identicall y the de­
flections of  a cir cular pl a te s im i l ia r l y  l oaded. This check indicates 
. tha t the de fl ection formulas (5.8) are correct when the ou ter ell ipse 
is reduced to a circle. 
The equa tion s (5 . 8) ,  becau se o f  the l ar ge number of  radical s, 
are dif f icult t o  s olve on the dig ita l computor  s o  these e quations 
are  transformed back to the 1 p l ane �he re only a few radicals appear 
in the formula .  The s e  equa tions are written in te rms of u and v 






2 + v2) + 2mn (u
� -v�) + 2 n
2 
2 + 2 c 2l l og /u 2 
32 D L' 1 u +v u + v J 
2 ' + V 




) ( + nd ) � - v + - - - + 2g oc
2 ( 2 2) nd2 m 1 u + + rnd2 1 2 2 - 2 2 
U + V U � V 
+ v
4)] 
( 5 . 1 2a )  
and 
l og ( !!!.-
2c 








2¢ + ( d l  
( -
v2 )] + n + 
u2 + v2 
+ 2g c2 
0 




�) [m( u 2 - v2) 
2 u2 + v2 
+ n 
(u2 + 
u2 - v2 
v4) - (  2�2) [m:6 + 2u2v2 + 
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�) [m (u 2 + v2) 
v2) 
] + 2 . 5 c
2 
(u4 + 2u2v2 + v4) 
( 5 . 12b ) 
Examining the logarithm te rm of equation (5. 1 2b) one sees 
that a t  the point � = 0 the deflection becomes infinite.  This 
s ingularity in the deflection is due to the singul arity in the complex 
potent ials (4 . 20c and d ) . This s in�ularity is a l s o  ev ident in the 
complex potentials ( 4 . 20a and b) but does not affect them in that 
they are only valid in t he outer region , thus analytic over the region 
involved. The complex potenti als lf\ ( z ) and 'X-
1 
( z )  c1re, however, not 
analytic at the or igi n thus invalida t ing their sol ution. Upon 
examinat ion it is seen that this si ngu l arity is introduce d  in the 
transformation  z = m 1 + n i - 1 wh ich is not conformal at t he orig in. 
The s olution prese nted he re i s  an a t tempt at using a non­
conformal t r ans forma t i on t o  s olve t his type of  pr obl em. This pro-
cedure i� not in a l id as shown by Ha ssD li and Hanna [3]; howeve r, 
i t  does pre sent difficulties .  The theory presented in this work ' 
makes no mention of  the r equirem�nt that the transformation must 
be c onformal. It does, however, s tate that the complex potential s  
mu st be analytic v.rhich i s  difficult but not impossible to obta i n  
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u·s i n g  n on c on f orma l t r an s f o r ma t i on s .  The procedure used i s  t o  selec t 
the proper form of  the complex potentials in the outer  region s o  
that combining them with the s o l ution s t o  the continuity equations 
pre sents analytic complex potentials in the inner r e g ion. Th is type 
of analy s i s  wa s attempted; however, an exact function could n ot be 
formula ted. The s olut i on pre�,en t ed her e  is thus onl y  valid for one 
par ticular case o f  the e llipt ic pl ate and that is when it is circular . 
Equations (5.1 2) v:e r e  s olved using the tempe r a tu r e  function 
(5 . 7)  appl ied to a steel p l ate whose ma j or axis is six inche s and 
whose minor axis is three inc he � . Thus, 
and 
h = . 25 inche s,  
a = 6. inches, 
b == 3 . inche s ,  
C = 1 . 5  inche s ,  
B = 8 . 274  X 1 02 , 
D = 4.285 X 1 0 4 • 
Th d fl · o b ta- 1· ned bv us e o f  t he d i g i t al c omput er . The e e ect 1 ons  �e � e  , 
r e sults are g iven in f i gu ;e  6 . 5 o f  Cha p te r  V I  �here the
 pa i r s of 
numbe r s  ind i c a t e t he p l a te . de f l e c ti on at  t hat po int 
�ith t he t o p  
b , · .,_ - � c, .,_1 1u t 1· 0n and  the bj t t om numb
er t he num e r  De i n g  U-. e  a !'.)pT cx i rr;a �e  -
) t n a y - -
u r e�  i s  g iven lt ( �  1 0 -1 �:e c cmru or r:r c � _ o  . . .  ::·
, , ., � r e su s o f  equa t :. on s  J o .J.. <• • 
in the Append i x  I I . 
R ound Corner ed  Sauare Pl ate Loaded � �  Circular Reqion 
The equations of deflection o f  a round cornered square 
pl a te are derived by the subs titution of the complex potential s  
( 4. 25) and the constants  (4. 24 ) into the deflec tion formul as (3 . 36) 
a·nd ( 3. 37 ) ; i. e. , 
w2
� 
Bc 2 rrc 2 - 2 L2 (u 2 + v2 ) - 4 A L2 (u6- 5u 4v2 - 5u2 v4 + v6 ) 
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, 1 6  D U-\ 






( 5 . 1 3a ) 
2 \ 2 1 0 8 2 o"- 4 4 6 2 8 10 ) ] + 2L A ( u + 5u v + l Ou v + lOu v + 5u v + v l og 
4 
1 0  · L 4 2 2 4 
+ V ) - 2 (u + 2u V + V )  
4c 
2 6 8 L 
4 
� 
2 ( u l 2 _ 1 0  2 
4u v + v ) - · -- 2tu v 
2c 2 
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+ 1 5u8v4 + 84u6v6 + 1 5u4v8 - 26u2vl 0 + vl 2) - L 
4 A 2 
( u 1 2 + 6ul 0v2 
c2 




(u l 6 - 20u 1 2v4 
c2 
( 5 . 1 3b )  
These equations are from necessity wri t ten in terms of f 
� i� where J = u + iv = f e • This is due t o  the fa c t  that the trans-
f o rma t i on z = L 1 + L 'A 1 5 which m a p s  the  ou ter bound a ry of  t he pl ate 
in the z plane onto the unit circle in the > pl ane does not have an 
inverse with which to tr ans f orm the equations ba ck to the z plane. 
Thu s , the deflection equations wil l be wri tten in terms of u and v 
and deflec tions of various points in the 1 plane will be established. 
These particular points wil l be de te rmined a� fol lows : 
From the transforma t ion 
i t  is seen that 
Equating the real and imaginary pa r t s  give s 




In  that u and v must be equal to or less than one and the 










(5 . 15b) 
The second approximation is developed by s olving equat ions 
(5. 1 4) for u and v a s  fol lows: 
u2 
and v2 
. X - - -
L 
.:. y - - -
A u 5 + 




5 A u v + 10 u1 
v
1 1 1 
5 A u
1 v 1 
4 
(5. 1 6a) ' 
3 
- xv � (5. 1 6b) 1 
and subs t itu ting  into these equations the solutions (5 . 1 5) . Now 
u2 and v2 may be again subs tituted into equations (5. 1 6) for a 
fur ther approximation. 
Equations (5 . 13) were pr ogr ammed and solved for a ten inch 
square s teel pla te thermally loaded over circle of radius 2. 5 
inches.  Thus, the terms of  equations (5. 1 3) are 
B == 8. 274 x 10
2 
h -== . 25 inches, 
D = E h
3 = 4 . �84 X 1 04 
12 ( 1  - \) 2) 
c = 2 . 5 inc h e s , 
and b = 1 0  i nche s .  
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- The se, when substituted into equations (5. 13), yield the solutions 
shown in figure 6 . 6.  The computor program used is given in Appendix 
I I. 
CHAPTER V I  
APPROX I MATE SOLUTI ONS TO THE PLATE PROBLEMS 
This chapte r will pr�sent the · solutions of the el l iptic plate 
and round cornered squar e plate by the finite-d i fference technique. 
The se solutions wil l then be compared to the solutions given in 
Chapter V. 
Consider the two dimens ional curve shown in figure 6. 1 in 
which the absissa  a nd ordinate s of poin ts on the curve are given 
by xi , yi; xi+l ' Yi+l; e tc. Let a constant � be de fined such that 
A s  the function y = f ( x) is as sumed c ontinuous one may expand it 
at the point (x . , y . )  by the Taylor's series 
1 1 
y . 1 1 -
(x -x 1· )  (x - x 1)
2 
= y . + y ' . --- + y ' ' .  _____ ;__ + 1 1 l ! 1 2 !  
. . .  ' 
where the · pr ime indicates d i f ferentia tion. Equation (6. 2 )  ca n be 
written  
y . 1 1 -
= y . + 
1 
y , . ( - }\ ) y " . ( -. >,J 2 y , " i ( - A ) 3 1. + 1 . + --=------
1 ! 2 ! 3 !  
+ 
(6 . 1 ) 
(6. 2) 
( 6. 3 } 
Y. 
0 
x .  
1 
Figure 6 . 1 . Or ien tation of  Finit e-Di fference Sys tem in  Two 
Coordinates 
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Simili arly one gets 
' ' ' 2 = + Y i + Y i A  y . 1 l ! 2 ! 
" '  3 y . \ + 1 /\ 
3 !  
+ • . .  








i+l y i 
Neglecting the 
' "  3 ' 2y . \ = 2y · A  + 1 �  l 
3 !  
yie l ds 
' ' ' 2 - y . 1 1-
y i 
2 A  3 !  
V 5 2Y i A 
5 !  
yv . >,. 4 
5 !  
higher order terms one ge ts 
+ • . •  
Simil iar ly adding equations (6. 3 )  and (6. � gives 
y . 1 
= Yi+l - 2Yi + Yi-1  
"2 
For derivatives of � i gher order ( d ifferentiate ) equation (6 . 5) on 




• y i +l - y i - 1 
2 A  
with the hel p of e quati on ( 6 . 5) this can be expre s s ed a s  
73 
(6 . 4 )  
(6. 5) 
( 6 . 6 ) 
y '  ' . 
1 
• (Y i +2- Y ) - (yi-Yi-2) 
(2 X ) (2 A ) 
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which y iel ds y ' ' . ; Yi+2 
- 2Yi + Yi-2 
1 ( 6 .  7)  
S imil iarly, y ' ' ' .  • Yj+2 - 2y; +J 
+ 2yi -1 + Yj -2 
1 
and 
2 A 3 
• Yi+2 -
4Yi+l + 6Yi - 4Y i-l + Yi-2 
A 4 
The di fferential equation defining the defl ection of a 
pla te in the r e gion which is thermally l oaded is 
or 
4 - B  
V
w = n  
(6 . 8 )  
( 6 . 9 )  
This d ifferential equa tion is two dimensional so a portion 
o f  the x y pl ane is subdiv ided into a grid-wor k composed of X by � 
squares as shown in figure 6. 2. Sel ect an intersection point (x . , y . )  1 J 
of the grid. Usi ng this as a reference point one may write first 
der ivatives on the basis of equa tion (6. 5 )  where wi+l,j  is the 
deflection of  the point (xi+l , yj
) .  Similar meaning  is given  to 
the other symbol s  as is cl e ar  from fig�re 6 . 2. Thus 
0 \\ I\  X I U 
X •  
l. 
� � � � 
Yj - 2  
:x i-1  x .  l. :xi+l 
� � � � -\-
Yj -1 Yj -1 Yj - 1  
xi-2  xi-1 X •  J. Xi+l x i+2 
°J ·  .lr- � -\-y • v ·  Yj  y •  J J � J J 
xi-1 X •  l. Xi+ l 
� ,. � � -\--
Yj+l Yj +l Yj +l x .  
l. 
z ,w � -1t � -+ -\-Yj + 2  
y ,v 




a t  the point ( x . , y . ) 
1 J 
Sirniliarl y ,  � w/ J y  at the p o i n t  (x . , y . ) i s  
1 J 
u;) 
i , j 
w . · + 1 - w • •  1 • 1 ,J 1 , J -
2 A 
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Determini ng  the de r iva tive s  of h ighe r order as s h own previou�ly , one 
obtains 
and 
w . +2 . !:: 1 - , J 
i , j +2 
4w . +l 
. + 6w . .  - 4w . 1 
. + w .  
2 
. 
1 , J  1 , J 1 - , J  1 - - , J  
- 4w 






i , j-2 
In order to evalua te t he a 2w/ :J x  ;, y  at (x . , y. ) it i s  ne ce s sary t o  
1 J 
wr ite the equation in t he f orm 
o (�) c) X • •  1 ' 1 
J y 
Which yield s 
2 ,\  
l ;; v,1 C J x . . l 1 , J -
( 6. 1 0 ) 
( 6 . 1 1 ) 
( 
'<)2�,,, \ 
a x  a y ! 1, J 
• (wi+l,j +l 
- wi-1, j +l) - {
w
i+l, j- 1 
-
wi-l, j -1) 




. - w - w + w 

















( } ; \) 
= w i + 1 , j + l 
- 2w i + l , j · 
+ w i + 1 , j - 1 
- 2 ( w i , j -1 
� x y . . \ 4 . 1, J /\ 
w - 2w + w 
2w . . 
1 ,J 
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+ w ) . · +1 1,J + 
i- 1 ,j -l i- 1 ,j i- 1 , j +l ( 6. 12) 
A 4 
By subs t ituting equa-: ions (6. 1 0) , (6. 1 1 )  · and (6. 12) into e qua t i on 
(6. 9) the dif fe r ent ial equati on d ef ining the defle ction of point 
( x i, yj ) may be e xp ressed  appr oximate l y  in terms of  the de fle cticn s o f  
the adj acen t  in tersec tions ar.d the c ons tant d i s tance  A .  If  the 
d e fl ect ion of eac h gr i d  point on the pJ ate i s  s i mil iar l y  e xpre s sed, 
one would have n  equation s with which to determine the d e flection 
at t he n in te r s e c t i on s ,  t hu s e f fe c t i ng  a s o l u t i on. The fini te­
diffe ren ce equ a tion a t  a po int ( x i , Yj ) is expre s s ed as a mo
l ecu le  
which i s  a physic al representation of multiplica tion f actors with 
which the de fl ec tion at the intersect ions neighboring this point 
infl uence the deflection equation •, · r i tten f or this point. 
molecule is  written as 
This 
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V,J . • (6 . 13 )  
1, J  
The terms q .  . and D . .  are the tr ansverse pressure and flexural 1 , J 1 , J 
r ig idity a t  the point (x . , y . ) .  w • .  is the deflection at (x . , y . )  
1 J 1 , J 1 J 
whose  mult iplicat i on factor is 20 f rom the m�lecule (6. 1 3 ) . The grid 
s pac i ng will be es tablished such  that the cons tant X ts unity. 
Whe n  applying this molecul e to an intersection near the outer 
boundary of the plate it becomes necess ary to establish points outside 
the physical boundaries of the plate. In  order to develop this 
mathematical model �e mus t  apply the bounda ry cond i tion s  of a clamped 
plate. We k nov1 that  'Jvl � n  = 0 on the boundary �  Thus , assuming· 
a vertica l edge as the boundary , th i s becomes 
( ; :
) . . = 
0 = 
l 1 , J  
W • - Vi . l · 
i +l , J 1 - ..1.l• 
2 A  
S olvi ng for the deflect i ons y i e l ds 
(6. 1 4)  
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wi+l , j = wi -1 , j 
( 6. 15) 
where the point (x i , Yj ) is pn the bound ary. Thus, the bound ary 
cond i ti ons are satisfied if the def lection of the intersection out­
side ,'the pl ate boundary is equal to that of the intersection inside 
the
l.
l ate boundary. That is , · a mirror image exists at a clamped 
pla ,
e boundary. 
Consider the pl ates shown in figures 6. 3 and 6. 4. The 
deflection of  the ell iptic pl ate in figure 6 . 3 is symetrical about 
the x and y axes. Using thi s  symmetry,  the defl ections at inter­
sections in three quadr ants can be given in ter ms of  the defl ec tions 
e�tablished in the fir s t  quad r an t. The round cornered square has 
f our axes of symmetry. This means that· the defl ection thr oughout 
the pl a te can be given in terms o f  the defl ection of a hal f quadr ant. 
When the mol ecule (6. 13) is appl ied to each o f  the fifteen 
g r i d  inter sections shovm in figure 6. 3, fifteen simultaneou s in­
dependent l inear algebr aic equations are devel oped  in terms of the 








8w + v; + 4w 
4 5 8 
(6. I 6a-) 
(6. 16b) 
1 6w + 4w + 2w = 0 (6. 16c ) 
9 1 0 7 
= 0 
( 6. l 6d) 
Approximate Plate 
Boundary 
Figure 6 . 3. Ellipt ic  Plate Lai d out for Finite -Difference 
S olution 
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w10 w5 w1 w5 
+ + 
w11 w7 , w2 w7 + + 
wg W4 wg 
+ 
w3 W4 w5 W 4  



















w1 1  + 
w10 + 
Figure 6 . 4 . Round C o�nered Square Plate Lai d out for Fini te­
Di fference Solution 





1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
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w3 - 8w4 
+ 2lw5 - 8w6 + 4w1 0 - 1 6w1 1  
+ 4w1 2 + 2w1 4 = - .01 931 
(6 . 1 6e )  







- Bw2 + 2w3 
+ 2w
1 5 
= - . 0 1931 
w - 8w + 2w -
4 7 9 
+ w + 2w -
5 7 1 0 
w
6 
+ 4w1 1 
- 8wl 2 
+ 8\•, 1 1 1 6w1 2 + 2w15 
= -. 01931 
8w
9 
+ 2wl 0 -
8w + w = 0 
13 14 
2w7 
+ 2 h!B - 8w9 
+ Wl0 = 0 
Bv:10 
+ 2w + 2 1 w  - 8v, + w 
1 1  13 1 4  1 5 
8w + 2v'i 2 
- Oy • + 22w St.•; U • 1 3  1 4  1 5 1 1  
+ �wl3 
- 1 6w + 2 l w1 5 
= 
1 4  
(6 . 16f ) 
( 6. 1 6g )  
( 6 . 1 6h ) 
( 6 . 16j )  
( 6 . 16k ) 
(6. 1 61) 
= 0 ( 6 . 1 6n )  
= 0 ( 6 . 1 6p )  
( 6 . 1 6 q )  
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Applying the molecul e . ( 6 . 1 3 )  to  the· thirteen intersec t i ons 
of  the round _ cornered square plate of figure 6. 4 yields the foll owing 
th irteen equations: 
2 Bw
1 
+ 20w - 8w + w + 4w - 1 6w + L1w + 2w = 0 
2 3 4 6 7 8 1 1  
(6. 1 7a) 
( 6. 17b) 






1 0  
1 1  





( 6 . 1 7e ) 
( 6 . 17 f )  
(6 . 1 7g ) 
= . 0 1 93 1  
(6 . 17h )  
( 6 . 1 7j ) 
(6 . 1 7k ) 
(6 . 17 1 ) 
The equations (6 . 16)  and (6 . 1 7 )  were s olved by matrix 
i nve rsion. This proces s  requ ir e s  a large core space in the dig i tal 
computor which limits the number of equations. The solutions o f  
these equations ar e given in figures 6 . 5 and 6 . 6  where the upper 
number is the finite-difference solution and the lower number is  the 
s oluti on given by the complex variabl e method. 
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The s olution of defl ection of the ell iptic plate given by the 
complex variabl es method in figure 6.5 shows the effect o f  the 
s ingularity in the inner reg ion. The conti nuity condi tions between 
the two regions are no t  satisfied and the d eflection of the inner 
region is unrealistic. This s ingularity fs dis c ussed mor e f ully in 
Chapter v .  The pl ate d e flection in the outer r egion is wel l behaved 
and s a tisfies the boundary condit i ons nicel y .  
The s olution of defl ection o f  the round cornered square 
plate ma tches well at the inner boundary and con forms t o  the outer 
boundary conditions . The deflection obtained f! cm the compl ex  
variables method als o compar ef favo r abl y w ith the appr oxima te s olution 
given by the finite-d i f ference method . 
- . 0004  
- . 0 05  
- . 00 5  
- . 01 1 
- . 0 02  
- . 0 2 1  
. 0 10 
Infinite 
+ 
- . 001  
- . 002  
+ 
- . 00 1  
- . 008  
+ 
- . 002 
- . 0 16 
+ 
. 00 1  
- . 0 1 5 
- . 00 3  
+ 
- . 00 0 2  
- . 0 06 
+ 
. 0009  
- . 0 10 
+ 
. 0 0 2  
- . O lJ_ 
- . 00 0 5  
Figure 6 . 5 .  Compari son of Results for E l lip tic  Plate _ 
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- . 1 0 8  
- . 0 15 
- . 0 5 8  
- . o so 
- . 014 
- . 0 9 1  
- . 13 8  
- . 12 2  
- . 15 1 
- . 133 
- . 0 16 
+ 
- . 012  
- . 0 52 
t­
- . 04 4  
- . 0 8 2  
- . 126 
.t­
- . 11 1  
- . 13 8  
- . 122  
- . 0 09 
+ 
- . 00 7  
- . 035  
+ 
- . 030 
- . 06 7  
+ 
- . 0 59 
- . 09 4  
+­
- • 0 82 
- . 104 
- . 09 1  
+ 
- . 001 
- . 0 14 
+-
- • 01 3 
- . 03 5  
+ 
- . 0 31  
- . 0 52 
+ 
- . 0 45 
- . 0 5 8  
- . 050 
+ 
- . 0 17 
- • 0 09 _ 
+ 
- . 0 0 8 
- . 0 16 
t 
- . 0 14 
- . 0 19 
- . 0 16 
Figure 6 . 6 .  Comparison of  Results for Round Cornered 
Square . P late 
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CHAPTE R  V I I 
RESUME AND RECOMME NDATI ONS 
Resume 
The plate problems presented in this thesis were  sol ved using 
the Muskhelishvil i me thod by applying complex variables to the theory · 
of  pl ates. The sol utions obtained in this manner were compared to 
existing data or to approximate solutions . obtained by the finite­
d ifference technique. 
The plates presented were deflected by a temperat ure fiel d 
which existed over a partial region of the pl ate. This he·ated region 
was in al l ca ses circular with its cente r coincident with the origin 
o f  the coordinate system. The temperature function of the heate d 
region was defined in a manne r such that only the effects of the 
thermal moment contributed to the de flec tion. By compar ing the 
temperature function of  this region to F ouriers general law of 
heat transfer it was discove red tha t  a s teady state tempera ture field 
would not .produce plate deflection. It was also found that the 
temperature function should va ry linearly with time. 
The general outline o f  th� solution was ba s ed on the use o f  
con tinu ity equations be tween the loaded and unloaded reg ion s  of the 
plate to suppl emen t t he bound� ry cond i tions in satisfying the two 
different ial equ a tions wh i ch govern t he d e fle c t i on in the two r egion s. 
The plate de fl ec tion in t he c omplex pla n e  wa s expr e s sed in  te rms of
 
f our complex  potent i a ls , two in  e ach region, and the boundary 
c onditions were expressed in terms of two of these compl ex  
pote ntia l s . The s olut i ons · of t he continuity equations were de­
veloped  by  trans f orming the inner boundary be tween the loade d and 
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the unl oaderl region on t o  a unit circle in an other complex pl ane. 
There the change i n  the c�mplex potent i als necessary t o  insure the 
continuity of the plate deflect i on, s l ope, radii of curvature and 
shear across the bound ary were developed. These changes in the 
complex potentials  fr om one reg i on to  a n other were then  trans formed 
back t o  the orig i nal coord inate system where they we re used  t o  assume 
the f orms o f  the complex potentials in the outer region. No te that 
t he t ransf ormation used f or the inner b oundary  mus t necessar i ly have 
an inverse in order  t o  deve l op the change of the complex potentia ls 
in the original co ordinate sys tem. This change in the complex poten­
tia l s  across the inner boundary gives an indication o f  the f orm o f  
the complex potentials in the outer region. Using this knowl�dge 
coupled  with the fact that the complex potent ia l s  mus t be ana ly tic in 
the regions considered and mus t s atisfy the restrictions (3 . 2 1 ) 
discussed in Chapter three, one assumes a genera l  s olution t o  t he 
complex  potential s  in the outer region. The assumed s ol utions 
consis ted of an al gebraic polynominal and a trancendenta l function. 
These assumed functions were then conf orma lly t ransformed to a 
complex  pl ane in which the outer boundary of the plate corresponds 
to  the unit circle . The complex constants in the assumed forms of 
the complex potent ials are then de termine d using the b oundary 
conditions and equating coef ficients of l ike powers of the s ingle 
var iable er .  The trans formation used in this procedure need not 
have an inverse in that the deflection can be determined in that 
plane . Once the sol ution of the complex potentials in the outer 
region is developed, the change in the complex potentials devel oped 
from the continuity equations can be used to devel op the complex 
potentials  in the inner region. 
The particular type of temperature function used in this 
thesis corresponds directly with the case of a plate loaded by a 
uniform transverse pressure. Thus, the problems solved here can be 
compared to work previously done by researchers working with trans­
verse loads. The solution (4. 1 3a)  and (4. 1 3b) developed in th is  
thesis for the round plate loaded over a circular region compare 
identically with those given by Bass ali and Hanna [3]. 
The solution of the elliptic plate loaded over a circular 
region, was checked by two methods. The first was to compare t l1e 
particul ar case of the pr oblem, that is, when the outer boundary of 
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the ellipse becomes circular, to the solution previously derived. This 
was done and the comparison proved to be correct. The second check 
was to compare the de flections developed by the finitd-difference 
technique with those developed by the complex var i abl e methods .  Upon 
examination it was  found that the compl ex  variable sol ution to the 
inner plate region contained a singularity .  Th is  caused the deflection 
· at the origin to become inf i n i te , thus i nvalid. This s i ngu larity 
was introduced in the mapping function and should be removable a$ 
d i s cussed in Chapter V. The s olution given by this thesis frir the 
outer, unloaded, region d O€ S compare favorabl y  with the finite­
difference s olution and the complex potentials in that region are 
analytic. 
It  should be noted that it was not proven that the trans­
formations used must be conformal . It was seen , h owever, that con­
formal transformations do facilitate the procedure. 
The r ound cornered square plate l oaded over a circular 
region was not found in the literature review. The s ol utions given 
here were thus compared to the finite-difference s olution. This 
comparis on was favorable. The s olutions devel oped matched nicely 
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�t the inner b oundary and corresponded well to  the outer boundary 
c onditions. It wa s therefore concluded that the s olutions devel oped 
were acceptable .  
Recommend ations 
On the basis of the preceding anal ysis the following rec-
ommendations a re made f or further work in this fiel d. 
( 1 )  Investigate ways o f  removing the singul ar ity from the 
s olu tion o f  the inner region of the elliptic plate. 
( 2 ) Develop a technique which d oes not require the inverse 
o f  the con formal transformation o f  the i nner boundary . 
( 3 )  Inve st i g ate the pos sibility o f  using the as sumed f orms of  
r2 , ) ) a nd X 2 ( 'S ) as 
Taylor ' s ser i es  \·t i t h out the use of transendental 
func t i ons . 
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( 4 )  Investigate an approx imation tec0n i que which would 
c ombine the Swartz-Christoffel trans formation and the technique 
present in this thes is to ' solve the deflections o f  complicated region s 
for which no conformal transformat ion ex ists. 
( 5 )  Extend this technique to plates thermally loaded over 
the outer reg ion and unloaded over the inner region. 
( 6 )  Extend this technique to plates in which the thermal 
loading is more general than in this thesis.  
' 
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APPEND IX  I 
APPENDIX I 
CONTINU ITY EQUATIONS OF A CI RCULAR REGION 
The continuity equations of a circular r egion are  
[; f(z) + z L(' (z )  + Y- ( z) + J(z ) ] 1 
= Ba4 
2 64 D ' 
and 
[; 1 ' ( z ) + if{;) +) '• ( z )] ;  ['f • ( z )  + 'f • ( z )]� = ::\ Ba2 - --32 oc:r  
where J = er and z = a ) From e quation (4) 
= -- • In teg r a t i ng  this equ at ion with respec t 
t o o- g i ve s 
Ba2 
16 D 
F r om e qua ti on ( 3 ) . 
1 6  De  
1 og  er + K 
J. 
2 
Ba 2 Ba 
2 Ba 
-1 + V = --1 + K + -- 1 cg er 1'-2 16 D cg a- l 1 6  D J 6 D 
Thus, 




( 5 ) 
From equation (5) 
[Q_ r ( 2 ) 7 1 = Ba 3 Ba 3 d cr j 2 16 D l og cr- + 32 D + iaK2 Integra ting give s  
3 Ba3 3 _ Ba l - -- O"' og er - -- er + Ba -- rr 
1 6  D 1 6  D 32 D 
Subs titut ing ( 5) and (6) into ( 2) yie l ds 
Ba3 l og Ba 3 Ba3 _1 -- -- + -- + -- l og o-




Ba3 - i a K2 - -- + K
3 - ia er K2 
+ --:;:--
32D o- v 
[
d -v ( )] 
l Ba 4 Ba 4 Ba 
4 
l - 1 K . 2 K 
d o- 1-- z  2
=
32 D a- - 1 6D a-
1 09 o- - 1 6Dcr og cr - a 3 - i a cr , 2
 
Which when integr a ted g i ve s  
2 2 
95 
r. , 7 i a tr LX ( z )  J ; = �; D 1 og er - a er K3 - 2 ( 7 ) 
Substitu ting (6 ) and ( 7 ) into ( 1 ) one finds 
4 4 4 4 4 4 
� Jg_ + BL-+ -
L · 2K + .§.§_ l og <f" - l - .§.§_ + .§.§_ 
1 6  D 
1 og tr - 1 6  D 3 2 
D a er K 3 + 1 a 2 1 6  D 1 6 D 3 2 D 
. 2 2K 
4 i a  o- 2 
+ a cr  K3 - i a
2 K
2 
+ � l o g o- - a cr K3 - ----
32 D 2 
96 
2 4 • 2 2 K + i a K2 1 og o- + K4 + � 1 o g o-
- 1 - a tr - 1  K + 1 
a o- 2 
















64 D + 
2 K4 = O. 
and K2 and K3 are neglected. 
and = -- z [109 ; - ½] becau�e ! 1 6 D 
SOLUTION OF C I RCUU,R PL.A. TE CI RCULAR REG I ON 
Assume 





- l og 5 ]  
= 3.. = <:r .  
a 
The f i r s t  bounda ry condit ion of a c l amped p la te is 
i f ( z )  + z <-(' ( z )  + ):, ( z ) ·+ !( z )  = 0 • 
( 8 )  
( 9 ) 
( 1 0 )  
( 1 1 )  
Subst itut i ng into this equations ( 10 ) and (1 1 ) gives 
b <i - 1  (�) ( dl <r - b o-16 D 
1 og a--1 ·) + �  ( g O "." 1 og er ) 
32 D 
Which reduce s to 
2bd
1 
+ a g0 
= 0 .  
1 og er ) + b o- ( Ba 2 ) ( d <T - 1 
1 6  D l 
4 
Ba -1 + -- ( g - 1 og o- ) = 0. 
32 D o 
The second boundary condition of a c l amped p l ate is 
r (z) + z --cp-fz) + X.' ( z )  = 0 .  





o r  2d er - b er - L er- = 0 • 1 2b 
2 
E quat i ng coeff ic i ents g i ves 2d
1 
- b - �
b 
= O • 
b 
S o  ( 1 2) and (13) g i ve d 1 - � + 4b  and g o = 
Thu s (1 0) and ( 1 1 )  y ield 
97 





� ( z ) = -
2 16  D 
Ba4 
32 D 
- + - - z l og -[
z a2 z · z
] 
. 2 4b2 
b 
[- ½ � :� - 1 og � ] • 
Because 
[ t ( z )
n = X
i 
c z )  -
'X2 
c z )  
and [ � ( z )] � = 
lf ( z ) Ba2 = --
1 1 6  D 
and Y- ( z ) Ba
4 
= --
1 32 D 
lf ( z ) -l lf ( z
) 
2 
[z - + -b a2 z ] l og a 4b2 
[ b 3 b2] 
l og - + - -
-
- a 4 2 a 
fr om ( 1 4 ) ,  ( 1 5 ) ,  ( 8 ) ,  a nd ( 9 ) . 




becau se  2 z = m -S + n J - l • 
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( 1 4 ) 
( 1 5 )  
J ,-
( 1 6 ) 
( 1 7) 
; r ( z ) + 2 � (z ) + X ( z ) + 'X( z)  = 0 is a boundary cond i t ion which 
wi th (1 6) and (17) gives · 






















) = o • o l 32 D 
Multi plying g ives 
: 2 2 mn 2 n md1 nd1 2 m mn - 2 1 + __ 
- 2 1 09 0- - 2
cr log cr - 2 ct" log er 
- 2 og <:r + 2 2 " 
md2 - 2 n 
+ - er + - d2 
m2 _ 1 mn 
2 - 1 mn -2 
2 1 
og r:r - 2 a- 1 og a- -
2 r -1 n
2 
l og o- - 2 2 2 
-1 m � + .Q.d r;r
- 1 + l og <r + � l 2 1 
2 - 1 2 2 2 
- C 1 og 0- + C g O + C 9 l <r = 0 





md2 2 = 0 - + - +  C 91 2 2 




md + nd + 2c a 
2 -- o  
( o= 2 ). 
md2 n 2 = 0 + - dl 
+ C 91 2 2 
( 1 8 )  
( 19 } 
1 00 
lf ( z ) + z tf' ( z )  + X' ( z ) = 0 
i s  a bound ary cond ition wh ich combined w ith (16) and (17) g ives 
= 0 . ( 20 ) 
By di viding 
ill - D f -2 
2 2 
m + n - l 5 - er - er 2 - 3 
3) 
-2 2 = _ !!! c:r - 1  _ ( 1 + m 
2
) <T _ (�  + � er _ . • •  
m n 2 
n n 
- - - a-2 . 2 





F rom ( 16) 
2 -2  2m -
4 2m2 -6  - er  _ _  (/"' - --r q-
n n2 n 
u> r ( -f ) - Bc
2 
[- m l og c:r - m + n c:r -
2 l og cr - n a- -
2 + d l - d2
<i' - 2] 
1 2 J - 32D 





and X• · ( ) ) = � [- (T" - 2g 1 cr �] 2 32D 
Now (20) gives 
2 
. Bc
2 ( -mer l og <r - n cr  - l l og o- +  df" + d 2cr 
- l ) +_]f_ 
32 D 32 D 
f ;; ( n a--- 2 -m) cr - l  1 og o- - 1 
2 - 3  - 1 
a- - ( nu- -m) o- l og <T 
























Be 2 - 1  + -- ( - o- + 2 rr- + :-3'"""
0-
32 D n n n 
4 - 1 4m2 - 3  ) = O 
+ • • • - - g a- 4m a c- - 3 g 1 er - • 
• • 
n 1 - n2 � 1 n 
Whic h  i n  �ed u c ed form  is 
d m 2 -1 2 -3 -3 m d r - 1 + �o- + _(m + - ) er - d 1
o- + m <7'" 
n 1 n n 
2 -3 3· - 3  £.iJ_ d l
c:r + !I!- (1" 
n2 n2 
2 m2 ) -1 + (I!}_ + d rr 
n n2 2 
1 01 
( m m3 + -d
l 
- - d l-3 
2 4 
+ fil_ + �)  _ 
-5 3 m3 _3 v +\ ( m  + m m ) 
+ • • •  
n . n n n 3 � + � d2 + � d2 a- · n 
2 1 2 - 2 2  5 + 2c er- + 2mc cr -3 + 2m c cr-n 7 n3 + . . . 
2 
+ 1£_ 9 <T"+ 1 n 
2 
-1 4 2 2 -3 4 c  m 
9 1 er + c 
m 
er + • • •  = 0 • 
n2 n3 
Equ a t i n g  c oe f f i c ien ts o f  l i ke  powe r s  o f  a- g ive s 
( CT ) 
( cr- 1 ) 
( cr-- 3 )  
-
5 
( 0- . ) 
( -7  0- ) 
d 
1 
2 + m + � d + 
4 c = 0 n 2 n 91 
m m2 m2 m2 2 c2 + 4 c2 m 
2d 2 - - d 1 + - + n + - + - d2 + - -- g = O 
-d 
+ 
n n n n2 n n2 1 
2 m + m - 2 d l 1 
n 
2 2 4c m = 
n3 
9 1  
3 
m m 
d l n d l n3 





2 2 n 
2 
m m 
-L - -+ -
' n 3 . n 
n n 
+ • • •  = 0 
= 0 






( 2 1 ) 
( 2 2 ) 
The independent equ at ion s  are (1 8), (1 9 ) , (21 ) , and (22 ) . 
\ 
Subtr acting (21 ) from (18 )  one finds 
2 
nd + md + 2c g 
1 2 1 
2 
nd -· mn - md - 4 c g  = 0 
1 2 l 
2 
- mn 4mc g = 0 
-mn 
9 1 - 2c2 
m 
F rom (1 8 )  d
1 
= m - � d2 
• 




2 m2 2m2 2c2 2m2 
2
_ 
+ � d2 - + -:z d2 + r1 + m + r1 - r1 = 0 nL n n 
2 2 2 2 
2d
2 
+ m + n + 2c - 2m = 0 
2 3 . 2 = nm - n - 2nc d2 





2n (m2 + n2) 
3mn2 + m3 + 2mc2 = -------




( 23 )  
( 24 ) 
( 25) 
F r om ( 1 9 ) = 






= 3m2n3 + m4n. + 2�2nc2 + n3m2 + n5 + 2n3c2 
- 4nc
2 
(m2 + n2) 
1 04 
go = 
4m2n2 + m4 + n4 + 2 (m2 + n 2 ) c 2 
- 4 c 2 ( m2 + n 2 ) 
(26 ) 
2z = m 5 + n 1 - l as shown previousl y whose inverse is 
So 












d l + 
d
2) I 32D 
- 2z 1 og z + 




and X2 ( z )  = 
Be 
32D [ 
_ ,  2 ' 2 
_ z+  V z  
-mn - 91 m 29 1 2 _ 291 . /  2 - ,] log---- + 9 - - + --=-- z V z -nm 
m o n n2 - n2 
from equations ( 1 6 ) and (1 7) 
From the cont i nuity equ a t ion s  of a r ound region (8 ) and (9) one sees, 
· lo Bc2 [ C Z  +c ✓z
2 -m� . ( d l d 2 ., 
• 1 (z) = 32









d 2 \ ✓ 2 I ]  
z + --; - ---;; } . z - rr.n 
and J
1 (
z )  = Bc
4 [
- l og 
c z+cVz2- mn
1
+ g _ 91 m • + 2 + 2g1
z 2 _ . 2g1 z 
32D m O n 4 2 2 n n 
_ SOLUTIG-1 OF THE ROUND CORN ERED SQUARE PLATE CI RCULAR REGION 
A s sume 
Ba [ 5 
5 ]  
� ( ) ) = - - L ( j + 1' ) ) l og !  + d11 + d5 1 2 1 6D 
whe r e  z = L J + L /\ ! 5 • 
1 05 
( 27 )  
( 28 ) 
z l('2 ( z ) + z tf2 ( z ) + X2 ( z )  + °X2 (z )  = 0 i s  a_ boundary  c ond i t i on wh i c h  




Mul tiplying thr ough one finds 
a2 
2 
Equat ing coefficients of like powers of c--
( 0- 4 ) L A d
1 
+ d L 
g4a
2 






+ 2L A d
5 
2 0 + a g = 
( 0-




d L + T -- = 0 
- 2 
lf (z ) + z 'f ' ( i ) • X' ( z )  = 0 is the second 
5 
( 29 )  
( 30 ) 
boundary condi tion 
:X, ' ( .r ) 
l/' ( J )  (Lcr +L  >-. er  ) tt' '  ( J )  = 0 i n  the j plane. or + - 4  - 4 · 
(L+5L >-. er  ) (L+5L >. o- ) 
By divid i ng one cbt a i n s  
CT + A er- 5 S 2 S -3 2 4 -7  
___ = Acr + ( l -S " ) � -r ( 25 'A -5 A ) � + (25 A - 125 ..\ ) er- + 





1 __ = .:_ _ 5,1. c:r
- 4 + 25 ). 2 cr- 8 _ 1 25  A 
3 
6'




.,-- ;6  
+ 
L ( l +5 ).. a--4 ) L L L L L 
• • •  
F r om ( 27 ) 
Similiarly 
X\ c -S ) 
Ba [ - IT- 1 + 494 cr-3 ] - 32D 
4 
[ - er+  494 <T 
3
] . X• i ( 1 ) 
Ba - -
320 
Now the boundary condition gives 
Ba2 
1 6D 
� 5L A 
2 
a- ) 1 og er - l 
2 
+ Ba r_ ( L  A 0'95 
1 6D L 
5 -3 - 1 
+ ( d
1
� -L A ) er + ( 5d5 - L ).. )  �o- - ( Lo-- +5L }..o- ) l og
<r 
( - 3  2 3 - 3  - 1  + d i.-L ) o-- + ( 5d 5 - L 'A ) o- + ( SL A C:- + 25L A cr- ) l og er 
2 2 3 3 - 3  -1 1 - ( 5 /\  ) ( d 1 - L ) cr- - ( 5 A ) ( 5d5 -L 'I\ ) er - - ( 25 'A ) -( L o- + S L A o- ) l og o--
-
1 08 
+ ( 25 � 3 ) ( d - ) - 3  ( 3 -7 . 
. 
. 1 L o- + 25  ,..\ ) ( 5d5-L0 ) o- + { 5 >.. L o-
- 3  +25L A 2 o-·-7 ) l,og cr
- 1  
+ ( 25 A 2 ) ( d 1 - L )  cr
-
7 + 25 A 2 ( 1 1 5d5 - L A ) o-
- + • • • ] 
Ba 4 
t 
- 3 - 3  - 7  2 -7 2 - 1 + -- - a- +  494 er + 5 >-.er - 2094 " a- - 25 A <r +1 00 A 94 o- + 32DL 
= 0 . 
Rewriting g i ves 
3 4 -7 -3  + ( 1 25 A d5 - 25L .A ·  ) <:r - (
5 A d 1 
- 5 A L ) a- - ( 25 � d5 
2 -7 
5L ')-.. ) er 
a2 
- - fj"' 
2L 
. .  · ]  
2a ·- 3 5a
2 A - 3 1 0a
294 � -7 25a
2 A 2 -7 
+ - g <:r. + -- c:r- ·- --- (J - --- 0-
2 2 soa >-. 94 - 1 1 
L 4 2L L 2L 
+ ---- rr 
+ . . . . = o .  
E quating coe f f icients o f  li�e - powe is cf � 
d5 + d i - L A  = O 
( er ) 2 - L - L. = O 
2L 
2 
( 5 - 25 )\ 
2
) d + ( 25 A 
3
- 5  A ) 
.2a 9 4  + 4 A L - 20L A 
3 
5 
d l + L 
2 
+ � A = O 
2L 
3 4 2 125 A d - 25L A - 25 A d  - 5L A + • • •  = o 
5 5 
Equa t i on s  (29) ,  (30) , ( 3 1 ) ,  and (32 ) a re  ind e penden t .  
d = L A  - A d 5 1 f r om (31 ) .  
( 32) then  be c ome s 
2 2 2 2 
5L A + ( - 1 0 � +2 ) d 1 
= L - 4L A  + a /2L 




( 33 ) 
d = 2 A L 2 - 2L 2 A 3 - a 2 A 
5 
4L - 20L ,,\ 2 
Fr om ( 30 ) 
9 D  T � d 1  - !P d5 
g b - 4L 
3




2 1  a 
2 
- 4 )... 
2
L 3 + 4 L 3 A 4 + 2L 'A 2 a 2 
a 2 ( 4L - 20L .,\ 2 ) 
- 2L 
2 
+ l 6L 
2 A 2 + 2L 2 A 4 + ( ')... 2 - 1 ) 2 




( 2  - 1 0 ,\ 
2 ) 
F r om (29 ) 
g = 2L )..  
4 - 7 dl 
9 
= - t
2A + 9t2 >. 3 - }..2 t2 + t2 A 4 + ( A - 1 )  . so A a2 
4 
1 - 5 ,? 
Using the c on t in ui ty equa t i cns of a circula r reg i on gives , 
and :;tl ( ) ) - Ba 4 [ 1 og  L i- L ;>,. 55 + _45 + 9 o + _ g 4 -s. 4 ] • 
32D a 
1 1 0  
( 34 )  
(35 ) 
(36 ) 
APPENDIX  I I  
A P P E N D I X  I I  
C I R C U L A R  P L A T E  L OA D E D  O V E R  A C I R C U L A R  R tG I ON 
D E F L E C T I O N O F  T H E  I N N E R  R E G I O N 
Z Z JO B  5 
Z Z F O f� X 5  
5 FOR M A T ( F l 0 . 3 , 3 X , F l 0 . 3 , 3 X , E 1 4 . 8 ) 
6 F O R M A T ( 4 F l 4 . l l ) 
7 FO l-< M 1-\ T ( � F l 0 . 3 ) 
I� E: A D 6 , S , A , U , lJ l) 
'3 0 f< E A D  7 , X , Y 
R = �Q I� , F ( X {(" X + Y ¾· Y ) 
S = 2 • * R * R + A * A 
WO N E = 8 B * A * A / ( 1 6 . * D J * ( . 7 5 * A * A - B * B+ . 5 * A * A * R * R / ( B * B ) - . 2 5 * R * * 4 / ( A *A ) + S*  
l * L O G F ( B / A ) ) 
P U N C H  � , X , Y , W O N E  
. G O  T O  3 0  
E N D  
s . o o  
o . o 
1 . 0  
2 . 0  
2 . 5  
o . o  
1 . 0 
2 . 0  
2 . 3  
2 . 0 
o . o 
o . o  
1 . 0  
1 . 4 
2 . 5 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  
1 . 5 0 0  
2 . 0 0 0  
2 . 5 0 0 
2 . 0 0 0  
2 . 0 0 0  
- 0 04 2 9 2  
- . 1 2 0 :> 6 3 1 0 E + O O  
- . 1 0 9 4 6 2 9 6 E + O O  
- . 7 9 7 8 3 9 0 9 E - O l 
- . 6 1 0 8 9 3 8 0 E- O l 
- . 1 0 9 1+ 6 2 9 6 E + O O 
- . 9 8 9 6 6 4 0 0 E- O l 
. � .  7 1 0 9 8 0 l5 E- O l 
- . 6 Q 7 8 4 6 8 2 E- O l  
- . 6 1 0 8 9 3 8 0 E- Ol 
- . 7 9 7 8 3 9 0 9 E- O l 
- . 6 1 0 8 9 3 8 0 E- O l  
- . 7 1 0 9 8 0 1 5 E- O l 
- - . 6 3 3 2 7 3 7 1 E - O l  




C I R C U L A R  P L A T E  LOA D E D O V E R  A C I R C U L A R  R E G I ON 
D E F L E C T I O N O F  T H E  O U T E R � E G I O N 
Z Z JO R  5 
Z Z F0R X 5  
5 F O R M A T ( F l 0 . 3 , 3 X , F l0 . 3 , 3 X , E l 4 . 8 )  
6 F 0R M A T ( 4 F l 4 . l l ) 
7 F O R M A T ( 2 F l 0 . 3 ) 
R E A D  6 , d , A , D , BB  
3 0  R E AD 7 , X , Y 
R = SQ R T F ( X * X + Y * Y ) 
S = Z . * R * R + A* A 
·-----
WT WO= B 8 * A * A / ( 1 6 . * D ) * ( R * R- B * B+ . 5 * R * R * A*A / ( B * B ) - . 5 * A * A - S* LOG F { R / B ) )  * 
P U "-J C H 5 , X , Y , \,\/T 'v--/0 
GO T O  3 0  
E N D  
s . o o 
2 . 5 
3 . Q 
4 . 0  
5 . o 
2 . 3 
3 . 0 
4 . o · 
4 . 9  
2 . 0 
1 .  5 
2 . 0 
3 . 0 
4 . 0  
4 . 6  
o . o  
2 . 5 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0 
1 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0 
1 . s o o  
2 . 0 0 0  
2 . 0 0 0  
2 . 0 0 0  
2 . 0 0 0 
2 . 0 0 0  
2 . s o o  
· 0 0 4 2 9 2  
- • 6 1 0 8 9 3 8 0 E.- 0 1 
- . 4 2 3 4 3 1 7 1 E- O l  
- . 1 1 9 9 3 8 9 1+ [ - 0 1 
. o o o o o o o o E- 9 9  
- . 6 0 7 8 4 6 9 7 E - O l  
- . 3 6 5 8 0 7 6 6 E - O l  
- . 9 3 4 4 1 5 6 3 E- 0 2 
. 1 0 1 6 994 3 E - 0 7 
- . 6 1 0 8 9 3 8 0 E- O l 
- . 6 1 0 8 9 3 8 0 E- O l 
- . 4 8 6 5 2 7 3 8 E - O l  
- . 2 2 2 9 7 2 0 9 E - O l  
- . 3 5 0 6 7 1 8 0 E -0 2 
- . 3 3 4 3 2 5 5 8 E- 0 5 
- . 6 10 8 9 3 8 0 E- O l  
. 0 0 0 0 8 2 8 9 5 
.... ..... 
I\) 
E L L I P T I C P L A T E  L OA D E D  O V E R  A C I R C U L A R R E G I O N 
D E F L E C T I ON O F  T H E  I N N f: R  R E G I O N  
Z Z JO B  5 
Z Z F O R X 5  
5 FORM A T ( F l 0 . 3 , 3 X , F 1 0 . 3 , 3 X , F l 0 . 3 , 3 X , F l 0 . 3 , 3 X , E l 4 . 8 ) 
6 F O R� A T ( 5 f l 4 . l l )  
7 F O R M l'"' T ( 2 F l 0 . 3 ) 
R E AD 6 , A , B , C , D , B B 
3 0  R E A D 7 , U , V 
E = A+ l.1  
F = A - 1::) 
Z = [ * E + F * F  
G = U* U +V* V 
R = U* U- V ➔(' V 
S = R / ( U * * 4 + 2 . * U * U* V* V+V* * 4 )  
R O = SQR T F ( G ) 
P l = A T A N F ( V / U ) 
T = . 5 * E / C + . 5 * F * C O S F ( 2 . * P l ) / ( C * R O* R O J 
w = . 2 5 * F * F * S I N F ( 2 • * P I J * S I N F ( 2 . * P I ) / ( C * C * R 0 ** 4 ) 
x = . 5 * E *U + . 5 * F * U / G 
Y = . 5 * E * V� . 5 * F * V / G  
D l = ( 3 . * F * F + 2 • * C* C + E * E J / ( 2 • * E + 2 . * F * F / E J  
D2 = F - F � D l / E  
G0 = ( - E * D l -F * D 2 ) / ( 2 . *C * C ) 
G l = ( - F * D l �E * D 2 J / ( 2 . * C *C J  
H = U** 4- 6 . * U* U* V *V +V * * 4  
GG = U* * 8 + 4 . * U** 6 * V * V + 6 . * U* * 4* V **4+ 4 . * U* U * V * * 6 +V * * 8 
H H = H /GG  
WON E = B B * C *C / ( 3 2 . * D J * ( ( E * E *G+ 2 . * E * F * R / G+ F * F / G +2 . * C* C ) * L O G F ( S Q R T F · ( T * * . 
l T + W ) ) + ( D l - • 5 * E J * ( E* G+ F * R / G ) + ( D 2 - . 5* F ) * ( E * R / G+ F / G i + 2 • 5* C * C + 2 • *G0 * C * * 
1 C + 2 . * G l * S- ( l . / C 2 . *C *C )  J * ( E * * 4 *G* G / ( 1 6 . ) + . 2 5 * E ** 3 * F * R+ . 1 2 5 * E * E * F * F *� 
1 H / ( G*G ) + . 2 5 * E * E * F * F + . 2 5 * E * F ** 3* R / ( G* G ) + F * * 4 / ( 1 6 . * G *G ) ) )  
P U N C H  5 , X , Y , U , V , W ON E 
GO T O  3 0  




6 . 0 0 3 . 0 0  1 . 5 0 . o b 4 2 9 2 . 0 0 0 0 8 2 8 9 5  * 
1 5 0 .0 . 0 0 4  o . o  . 0 0 1  0 . 0 0 0  - • -1-52.1..6 2 2 0 E + 1 0  * 
· 7 5 0 . 0 0 9  o . o  . 0 0 2  0 . 0 0 0  - .  9 5 4 5 5734 E + 0 8  * 
S 0 0 . 0 1 3  o . o  . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 0  - . 1 8 8 49 4 0 9 E + 0 8 * 
3 7 5 .  () 1 8  o . o  . 0 0 4 0 . 0 0 0  - . 5 9 6 1 6 1 5 6 E + 0 7  ·* 
3 0 0 . 0 2 2  o . o . 0 0 5  0 . 0 0 0  - . 2 4 4 0 6 7 2 8 E + 0 7  ➔r 
2 5 0 . 0 2 7  o . o . 0 0 6  0 . 0 0 0  - . 1 1 7 6 3 5 3 0 E + 0 7 �-
2 1 4- . 3 1 7  n . o . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0  - . 6 3 4 5 6 1 2 9 E+ 0 6  * 
1 8 7 . 5 3 6 o . o  • 0 0 8  0 . 0 0 0  - . 3 7 1 7 0 7 1 6 E + 0 6  �L 
1 6 6 . 7 0 7  o . o  . o o <J  0 . 0 0 0  - . 2 3 1 8 7 8 1 6 E + 0 6 * 
1 5 0 . 0 4 5  o . o . 0 1 0 0 . 0 0 0  - . 1 5 2 0 1 0 7 3 E + 0 6 * 
1 3  6 .  /1- 1 3  o . o . 0 1 1  0 . 0 0 0  - . l0 3 7 3 4 8 4 E + 0 6 * 
1 2  5 • Q J L1- o . o . 0 1 2 0 . 0 0 0  - . 7 3 1 7 6 16 0 E + d 5 * 
1 1 5 . 4 4 3 o . o  . 0 1 3  0 . 0 0 0  - . 5 3 0 7 6 1 6 6 E + 0 5 * 
1 0 7 . 2 0 5  o . o . 0 1 4  0 . 0 0 0 - . 3 9 4 2 0 2 4 5 E + 0 5  * 
1 0 0 . 0 6 7 o . o . 0 1 s  0 . 0 0 0  - . 2 9 8 B l7 5 4 E + 0 5 * 
9 3 . 8 2 2  o . o  . 0 1 6  0 . 0 0 0  - . 2 3 0 5 7 5 3 5 E + 0 5 * 
8 8 . 3 1 1 o . o . 0 1 7  0 . 0 0 0  - . l8 0 7 1 8 0 6 E+ 0 5  ·* 
8 3 . 4 1 L� o . o  . 0 1 8  0 . 0 0 0  - . 1 4 3 6 1 3 5 0 E + 0 5  * 
7 9 . 0 3 2  o . o . 0 1 9 0 . 0 0 0  - . 1 1 5 5 4 2 8 7 E + 0 5 * 
7 5 . () 9 0  o . o  . 0 2 0 0 . 0 0 0  - . 9 3 9 9 2 8 4 7 [ + 0 4 * 
7 1 . 5 2 3  o . o  . 0 2 1 0 . 0 0 0  - . 7 7 2 2 8 9 9 0 E + 0 4 * 
6 8 . 2 8 0 o . o  . 0 2 2  0 . 0 0 0  - • 6 L� 0 3 1 8 0 2 E + 0 4 * 
6 5 . 3 2 0 . o . o  . 0 2 3 0 . 0 0 0  - . 5 3 5 2 9 1 9 2 E + 0 4 * 
6 2 . 6 0 8  o . o  . 0 2 4 0 . 0 0 0  - . 4 5 0 8 7 8 8 8 E + 0 4  * 
6 0 . 1 1 2  o . o  . 0 2 5  0 . 0 0 0  - . 3 8 2 4 1 5 3 9 E + 0 4 �-
3 0 . 2 2 5  o . o . 0 5 0  0 . 0 0 0  - . 2 2 9 2 4 6 1 7 E + 0 3  * 
2 0 . '3 3 7  o . o  . 0 7 5  0 . 0 0 0  - . L� 3 1 5 2 7 6 4 E+ 0 2 * 
1 5 . 4 S O  o . o  . 1 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  - . 1 3 0 0 5 0 7 2 E + 0 2  ·* 
1 2 . 5 6 2  o . o . 1 2 5 0 . 0 0 0  - . 5 0 9 2 09 3 1 E + O l *· 
1 0 . 6 7 5 o . o  . 1 5 0 0 . 0 0 0  - . 2 3 6 3 7 2 9 1 E+ O l �-
9 . 3 5 8  n . o . 1 7 5  0 . 0 0 0  - . 1 2 4 0 2 7 1 5 E + O l  - * 
8 . 4 o . o  . 2 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  - . 7 1 5 6 6 74 5 E + O O  * 
7 . 6 7 9  o . o  . 2 2 �  0 . 0 0 0  - . 4 4 6 4 70 7 0 E + 0 o  * 
7 . 1 2 5  o . o  . 2 5 0  0 . 0 0 0  - . 2 9 7 7 9 2 3 9 E + O O  * I-• .b 
6 . 6 9 2  o . o  . 2 7 5  0 . 0 0 0  - . 2 1 0 7 0 5 6 7 E + O O * 
6 . 3 5 0 o . o  . 3 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  - . 1 5 7 2 1 5 0 3 E+ O O  * 
5 . 5- 5 0 o . o . 4 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  - . 7 5 4 0 0 0 5 1E- O l * 
5 . 2 5 0 o . o . 5 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  - . 5 9 5 7 6 8 3 0 E- O l  * 
5 . 2  o . o  . 6 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  - . 6 2 5 5 0 8 7 3 E - O l * 
5 . 2 9 2  c . o . 7 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  - . 7 6 1 3 0 6 7 1 E- O l * 
o . o - 1 4 . 5 5 0  0 . 0 0 0  . 10 0 - . 6 7 5 5 70 0 3 E+ O l ' * 
7 . 9 5 0 - 7 . 0 5 0  . 1 0 0 . 1 0 0 - . 1 5 6 4 4 7 1 8 E + O l * 
6 . 9 - 2 . 5 5 0  . 2 0 0 . 1 0 0 - . 2 9 1 6 8 8 3 5 E + O O  * 
5 - 8 5 0  - 1 . 0 5 0  . 3 0 0  . 1 0 0 - . 1 09 0 5 3 0 2 E + O O  * 
S . 3 2 9 - . 4 3 2  . 4 0 0  . 1 0 0 - . 6 6 5 5 12 8 2 E - O l * 5 . 1 3 1-t - . 1 2 6  . 5 0 0  . 1 0 0  - . 5 7 3 7 3 6 5 8 E - O l * 5 . 1 1 2  • 0 I.+ I+ . 6 0 0  . 1 0 0  - . 6 17 6 6 6 9 3 E - O l· * 
5 . 2 5 0 . 1 � 0  . 1 0 ()  . 1 0 0  - . 7 5 7 3 2 0 7 0 E- O l * 
'"J . 4 4 6  • 2 l l) . 8 0 0  . 1 0 0  ·- . 9 9 2 8 5 7 0 4 E - O l * 
o . o  -6 . 6  0 . 0 0 0  . 2 0 0  . 5 4 0 2 7 17 4 E + o o  * 
3 . 4 5 0  - 5 . 1  . 1 0 0  . 2 0 0 . 2 9 0 3 2 0 5 0 E + O O  * 
L+ . () 5 0  - 2 . 8 5 0  . 2 0 0  . 2 0 0  . 7 7 5 3 19 9 6 E- O l  * 
4 . 8 1 1  - l . L1- Q 7 . 3 0 0  . 2 0 0  - . 1 L+ 0 5 4 0 0 0 E - O l * 
4. • 8 - . 6 . 4 0 0  . • 2 0 0  - . 4 Q 6 1 3 8 6 1 E- O l * 
4 - 8 3 6 - . 1 3 4 . s o o  • 2 .0 0 - . 4 9 16 7 4 8 2 E - O l  * 
4 . 9 5 0 . 1 5 0  . 6 0 0 . 2 0 0  - . 5 8 4 5 0 5 0 1E - O l  * 
5 . 1 3 1  . 3 3 3 . 7 0 0 . 2 0 0  - . 7 4 0 6 1 9 4 2 E- O l * 
5 e 3 6 L1- . • 4 5  8 . s o o  . 2 0 0  - . 9 8 5 14 3 17 E - O l  * 
o . o - 3 . 6 5 0  0 . 0 0 0  . 3 0 0  . 2 5 3 8 0 4 9 6 E + O O  "h(. 
1 . 9 5 0 - 3 . 1 5 0  . 10 0  . 3 0 0  . 18 8 4 5 6 6 3 E+ O O  * 
3 . 2 0 7  - 2 . 1 1 1  . 2 0 0 . 3 0 0  . 8 8 5 3 2 9 0 3 E- O l * 
3 . 8 ·, o - 1 . 1 5 0 . '3 0 0  . 3 0 0  . 2 2 5 0 l l 3 7 E - O l * 
L+ • 2 - . 4 5 0  . 4 0 0  . J o o  - . 1 5 3 9 4 2 7 1 E- O l * 
4 . 4 5 5  . Q 2 6 . 5 0 0 . 3 0 0  - . 3 6 1 4 3 6 4 7 E- O l * 
4 . 7  . 3 5 0  . 6 0 0 . 3 0 0  - . 5 17 4 2 16 3 E - O l *· 
Lt • 9 6 0  . 5 7 4 . 7 0 0  . 3 0 0  - . 7 0 4 5 0 6 2 8 E - O l t 
5 . 2 4 3  . 7 3 3 . s o o  . 3 0 0  - . 9 6 8 5 9 16 7 E- O l * 
o . o - 1 . 9 5 0 0 . 0 0 0  • Lt 0 0  . 8 3 9 8 9 8 0 6 E - O l * � 
1 . 3 3 2  - 1 . 7 2 9 • r o o  • L� o o  . 7 2 2 0 2 5 6 4 E- O l * � Ul 
2 . 4 - 1 . 2  . 2 0 0  
-·-
• 4 0·0 • 4 5 5 2 0 8.0 2 E - 0  1 * 
3 . 1 5 0 - . 6 . 3 0 0  . 4 0 0 .· 1-a-5�-3-9--l 5 E  =-- O 1 * 
3 . 6 7 5  - . 0 7 5  . 4 0 0  . 4 0 0  - . 4 6 0 4 1 8 1 8 E - 0 2 * 
4 . 0 7 9 . 3 3 6  . s o o . 4 0 0  - . 2 4 4 9 41+ 7  l E- O l * 
4 . lt- 3 0  . 6 4 6  . 6 0 0 . 4 0 0  - . 4 3 3 L 2 1 0 3 E- O l * 
4 . 7 6 5  . 8 7 6  • 7 0 0  . 4 0 U  - . 6 5 2 9 3 6 2 0 E - O l  * 
:) • l 1 . 0 5 0  . 8 0 0  • 4. 0 0  - . 9 4 5 2 2 1 2 3 E - O l  * 
o . o - . 7 5 0 0 . 0 0 0  . 5 0 0 . 1 4 5 5 8 9 3 5 E- O l  * 
1 . 0 2 6  - . 6 3 4  . 1 0 0 . 5 0 0  . 1 5 3 6 6 2 6 8 E - O l ➔f-
1 . 9 3 4  - . 3 3 6 . 2 0 0  • 5 0 0  . 1 4 6 7 3 9 3 1 E - O l * 
2 . 6 7 3 . () lt- 4  . 3 () 0  . 5 0 0  . 9 0 l 8 5 8 5 3 E - 0 2 .Y ,, 
3 . 2 6 3  • 4 �� 0  . 4 0 0  • 5 0 0  - . 1 7 1 0 6 5 7 6 E - 0 2  * 
3 . 7 5 0 . 7 5 0 . 5 () 0  . s o o - • 1 6 ,7 0 0 5 3 1 E - 0 1 �-,, 
'+ . 1 7 5 1 . 0 2 0  . 6 0 0  . :> O O  - . 3 5 6 9 7 6 9 8 E - O l  * 
4 . 5 6 8  1 . 2 3 6 . 7 0 0 . 5 0 0 - . 6 0 0 8 1 6 4 1 E - O l * 
o . o • 2 0 . 0 0 0  . 6 0 0 - . 8 6 2 1 0 l l 2 E - 0 2  * 
. 8 5 5  . 2 6 7 . 1 0 0  . 6 0 0  - . 5 4 3 1 8 4 2 6 E - 0 2  * 
1 . 6 ? 0  • lt- 5 0 . 2 0 0  . 6 0 0  . 6 8 1 5 4 1 7 5 E- 0 3 * 
2 . 3 5 0  • 7 . 3 0 0  . 6 0 0  . 3 5 1 3 8 8 9 0 E - 0 2  �-
2 . 9 5 3  . 9 6 9  . 4 o d  . 6 0 0  - . 4 0 7 1 6 0 9 2 E- 0 3 * 
3 . 4 7 9  1 . 2 2 4 . 5 0 0  . 6 0 0  - . 1 1 6 9 8 7 1 7 E- O l * 
3 . 9 5 0  1 • lt- 5 Q . 6 0 0  . 6 0 0  - . 3 0 2 1 0 0 7 8 E- O l * 
4 . 3 8 :\ 1 .  6 Ld . 7 0 0  . 6 0 0  - . 5 6 4 8 7 1 5 3 E- O l * 
o . o 1 . 0 0 7  0 . 0 0 0  . 1 0 0  - . l 0 3 2 9 5 5 2 E - O l ➔f-
. ] 5 0  1 . 0 5 0  . 1 0 0  . 1 0 0  - . 7 4 1 2 9 3 7 8 E - 0 2  * 
1 . 4 6 6  1 . 1 6 8  . 2 0 0  . 1 0 0  - . 1 1 5 1 7 9 7 5 E - 0 2  * 
2 . 1 2 :> 1 . 3 3 9 . 3 0 0  . 1 0 0  . 3 2 0 2 2 0 2 6 E - 0 2  * 
2 . 7 2 3  1 .  :> 3 4  . 4 0 0 . 1 0 0  . 1 3 7 5 7 1 6 7 E - 0 2  * 
3 . 2 6 3 1 . 7 3 1  . 5 0 0  . 1 0 0  - . 8 6 3 0 7 1 6 2 E - 0 2 �-
3 . 7 5 8  1 . 9 1 4  . 6 0 0  . 1 0 0  - . 2 7 5 1 6 7 7 6 E - O l * 
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Z Z JO l:3  5 
.L Z F O i� X 5 
5 F O I� M A T  ( F 1 0 • j , 3 X , F 1 0 • 3 , 3 X , F 1 0 • 3 , ::; X , F 1 0 • 3 , 3 X , l:: 1 4 • 8 ) 
6 F ORM A T ( 5 F l 4 . 1 1 J 
7 F O R M A T ( L F l 0 . 3 ) 
R E A D 6 , A , � , C , D , 8 d 
3 0 f� E /\ D 7 , U , V 
E = A + B  
F = A - lJ 
Z = E � l::. + F * f-­
G = u �- u + V * V  
R = U* U- V ➔t- V 
S = fU ( U 1H:- 4 +2 • -r(" U* U* V * V+V* * 4 ) 
x = . 5 * E * U + . 5 * r * U / G 
Y = . 5 * � * V - . 5 * F * V / G 
D l = ( 3 . * F * F + 2 . * C * C + E * E J / ( 2 • * E + 2 . * F * F / E J 
D L = F - F ¾· D 1 / E 
G0 = ( -E * D l-F * D 2 ) / ( 2 . * C *C J 
G l = ( - F * D l - E * D 2 ) / ( 2 . * C *C ) 
W T W 0 = 8 8 ➔r ( *C / ( 3 2 . * D ) * ( - ( E* E * G+ 2 . * E * F * R / G + F * F / G + 2 . * C * C ) * LOGF ( SQ R T F ( G* 
6 . o o  
1 ) J + E * D l * G + ( E * D2 + F * D l J * R / G + F* D 2 / G+ 2 . * G 0 * C * C + 2 . * G l * C * C * S ) 
r' U N C H  5 , X , Y , U , V , 'i� T W O 
GO  T O  3 0  
E N D  
3 . 0 0 1 . 5 0 . 0 0 4 2 9 2  . 0 0 0 0 8 2 8 9 5  
6 . 0  o . o 1 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  . o o o o o o o o E- 9 9  
5 . 3 9 9 1 . 3 0 7  . 9 0 0  . 4 3 5 . 1 6 2 9 6 0 5 1 E- 0 7  
4 . 8 1 . 8 . s o o  . 6 0 0  . o o o o o o o o E- 9 9  
4 . 1 9 9 2 . 1 4 2  . 7 0 0  . 7 1 4 . 1 1 9 5 Q 4 3 7 E- 0 7 
3 . 6 2 . 4  . 6 0 0  . s o o  . o o o o o o o o E - 9 9  
2 . 9 9 9  2 . 5 9 8  . 5 0 0  . 8 6 6  . 9 5 0 6 0 3 0 l E - 0 8 











1 . 7 9 9  2 . 8 6 1  . 3 0 0  . 9 5 3  . 9 5 0 6 0 3 0 1 E - 0 8 * 
1 . 1 9 9 2 . 9 3 9 . 2 0 0 . 9 7 9  . 6 7 9 0 0 2 1 5 [- 0 8  * 
. 5-9 9  2 . 9 8 5  . 1 0 0 . 9 9 5  . 5 4 3 2 0 1 7 2 E - 0 8  * 
5 . 9 6 9 • 3 . 9 9 5 . 1 0 0  . 1 7 6 5 4 0 5 5 [ - 0 7  * 
5 . 8 7 8 . 6  . 9 7 9 . 2 0 0  . 2 0 3 7 0 0 6 4 E- 0 7  * 
5 . 7 2 3 . 9 . 9 5 3  . 3 0 0  . 1 3 5 8 0 0 4 3 E - 0 7 * 
5 . 4 9 9  1 .  2 . 9 1 6  . 4 0 0  . 6 7 9 0 0 2 1 5 E - 0 8  * 
5 . 1 9 6 1 i · . '.) . 8 6 6 • 5 0 0  . 1 4 9 3 8 0 4 7 E - 0 7 '-, * 
4 . 2 8 5  2 • ] • 7 1 L� . 7 0 0  . 1 2 t+ 9 3 6 3 9 E - 0 7 * 
2 . 6 1 5 2 . 7  . 4 3 5  . 9 0 0  . 8 1 4 8 0 2 5 8 E - 0 8  * 
o . o 3 . 0 o . o n o  1 . 0 0 0 . o o o o o o o o E - 9 9  * 
5 . 9 7 0 o . o . 9 9 0  0 . 0 0 0  - . 1 2 2 3 4 2 6 0 E - 0 4  * 
5 . 9 7 3 o . o . 9 9 1 0 . 0 0 0  - . 9 9 0 7 9 9 9 3 E- o 5· -)(-
5 . 9 7 6  o . o . . 9 CJ 2 0 . 0 0 0  - .  7 8 2 8 8 9 4. ? E - 0 5 * 
5 . <) 7 9 o . o . 9 9 3 0 . 0 0 0  - . 5 9 9 2 8 7 2 <J E - 0 5  * 
5 .  9 8 2 . ·  o . o . 9 9 4 0 . 0 0 0  - . 4 4 0 1 2 9 1 9 E- 0 5  .* 
5 . 9 8 5  o . o . 0 9 5 0 . 0 0 0  - . 3 o 5 9 5 8 3 6 E - 0 5  * 
s .  <hr n o . o . 9 9 6 0 . 0 0 0  - . 1 9 5 5 5 2 6 1 E -0 5 * 
::> . 9 9 1 o . o . 9 9 7 0 . 0 0 0  - . 1 1 0 1 3 4 1 4 E - 0 5  * 
5 . 9 9 4 o . o . 9 9 8  0 . 0 0 0  - . 4 9 0 2 3 9 5 5 E - 0 6  * 
5 . 9 9 7 o . o . 9 9 9  0 . 0 0 0  - . 1 2 3 5 7 8 3 9 E- 0 6 * 
6 . 0 o . o 1 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  . o o o o o o o o E- 9 9  �-
6 . 0 0 3  o . o 1 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0  - . 1 2 0 8 6 2 3 8 E - 0 6 * 
6 . 0 0 6  o. . 0 1 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 0  - . 4 8 8 8 8 1 5 4 E- o 6 · * 
6 . 0 0 9 o . o 1 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 - . 1 1 0 1 3 4 1 4 E- 0 5  * 
6 . 0 1 2 () . ( )  1 . 0 0 4 0 � 0 0 0  - . 1 9 5 5 5 2 6 1 E - 0 5  * 
6 . 0 1 5  o . o 1 . 0 0 5  0 . 0 0 0  - . 3 Q 5 8 2 2 5 6 E - 0 5  * 
6 . 0 1 8 o . o 1 . 0 0 6  0 . 0 0 0  - . 4 3 9 9 9 3 3 9 E - 0 5 * 
6 . 0 2 ] o . o  1 . 0 0 7 0 . 0 0 0  - . 5 9 8 7 4 4 0 9 [ - 0 5  * 
6 . () 2 L• o . o 1 . 0 0 8  0 . 0 0 0  - . 7 8 1 6 6 7 2 7 E - 0 5 * 
6 . 0 2 7 o . o  1 . 0 0 9  0 . 0 0 0  - . 9 8 9 1 7 0 3 3 E- 0 5 * 
6 .  () 3 ()  o . o 1 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 0 0  - . 1 2 2 0 9 8 1 6 E - 0 4  * 
6 . 3 �> 0 ci • 0 . 3 0 0  o . o .o o - . 1 1 5 8 8 8 1 3 E + O O * 
5 . 5 5 0  o . o . 4 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  - . 6 7 2 7 1 1 4 6 E - O l * � ...... 
5 . 2 5 0 o . o . 5 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  - . 3 9 7 9 6 4 7 8 E - O l  * CD 
5 . 2  . 0 .  0 . 6 0 0 --· 0 . 0 0 0  -:- • 2 2 8 8 2 8 9 8 E- O l * 
5 . 2 9 2  o . o . 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  - • 1 1 9-9 -.J  9 1 3 E - 0 1 ----
5 . 4 7 5  o . o . B O O  0 . 0 0 0  - • 5 O 9 8 5 5 6 5 E .:..  o 2- * 
5 . 7 1 6 o . o . <J O O  0 . 0 0 0  - . 1 2 4 0 4 7 1 7 E - 0 2 * 
5 . 8 5 0  - ] . 0 5 0  . 3 0 0 . 1 0 0  - . 5 6 6 6 8 2 4 2 E - O l * 
5 . 3 2 9 - . 4 3 2  . 4 0 0  . 1 0 0  - . 4 9 6 3 4 8 8 0 E - O l -� 
5 . 1 3 4 - . 1 2 6  • :) 0 0  . 1 0 0  - . 3 3 5 2 6 5 5 4 E - O l * 
5 . 1 3 2  . 0 4 4  . 6 0 0  . 1 0 0  - . 2 0 3 8 7 9 1 6 E - O l * 
5 . 2 5 0  . 1 5 0 . 7 0 0  . 1 0 0  - . l 0 9 4 1 4 2 5 E - O l  * 
5 .  lt 4 6  . 2 1 9 . 8 0 0  . 1 0 0  - . 4 6 5 4 3 4 9 2 E- 0 2 
( * 
5 . 6 9 6  . 2 6 7  . 9 0 0 . 1 0 0  - . l 0 8 6 8 1 0 8 E- 0 2  * 
4 . 6 5 fJ - 2 . 8 5 0  . 2 0 0  . 2 0 0 . 2 0 l 2 2 3 6 1 E + O O  * 
4 . 8 1 1 - 1 . 4 0 7  . 3 0 0  . 2 0 0  . 2 1 9 8 3 2 5 9 E - O l * 
4 . 8 - . 6  . 4 0 0  . 2 0 0  - . 1 7 4 5 9 9 6 9 E - O l 
. * 
4 . 8 '3 6 - . 1 3 4 . 5 0 0  . 2 0 0  - . 2 0 l l 7 2 2 7 E - O l * 
4 . 9 5 0 . 1 5 0 . 6 0 0  . 2 0 0  - . 1 4 5 3 9 8 6 2 E - O l * 
5 . 1 3 1  . 3 3 3  . 1 0 0 . 2 0 0  - . 8 3 2 3 5 1 5 2 E - 0 2  * 
5 . 3 6 4 • 1+ 5 8 . 8 0 0 . 2 0 0  - . 3 5 2 2 5 7 3 5 E - 0 2 * 
5 . 6 3 8  . 5 4 7  . 9 0 0 . 2 0 0  - . 7 Q 4 l 9 7 6 9 E - 0 3 ➔� 
3 . 2 0 7 - 2 . 1 1 1  . 2 0 0  . 3 Q O  . 1 5 3 1 9 4 0 2 E + O O  * 
J . 8 5 0  - 1 . 1 � 0 . 3 0 0  . 3 0 0  . 4 4 9 3 8 5 8 6 [ - 0 l * 
4 . 2  - . 4 5 0 . 4 0 0 . 3 0 0  . 2 8 0 4 7 2 0 2 E - 0 2  * 
4 .  ,� 5 5 - 0 2 6 . s o o  . 3 0 0  - . 8 4 9 7 3 9 5 4 E - 0 2  * 
4 . 7  . 3 5 0  . 6 0 0  . 3 0 0  - . 8 4 8 5 3 5 8 1 E - 0 2 * 
4 . 9 6 0  . 5 7 4  . 1 0 0  . 3 0 0  - . 5 3 1 2 0 7 6 9 E - 0 2 * 
5 .  2 1..- '3 . 7 3 3 . 8 0 0  . 3 0 0  - . 2 1 5 9 0 5 9 8 E - 0 2  * 
5 . 5 5 0  . 8 5 0  . 9 0 0 . 3 0 0  - . 2 8 1 7 2 7 4 9 E - 0 3 * 
o . o - 1 . 9 5 0  0 . 0 0 0  . 4 0 0  . 1 8 3 3 3 5 7 9 E + O O  * 
1 . 3 3 2 - 1 . 7 2 9 . 1 0 0  . 40 0  . 1 5 1 6 2 3 0 4 E + O O  * 
2 . 4 - 1 . 2  . 2 0 0  . 4 0 0 . 8 7 7 2 3 1 9 5 E - O l * ' 
3 . 1 5 0  - . 6  . 3 0 0  . 4 0 0  . 3 5 9 3 8 9 7 9 E - O l * 
3 . 6 7 5 - . 0 7 5  . 4 0 0  . 4 0 0 • 8 2 8 5 1 3 6 TE - 0 2 * 
4 . 0 7 9 . 3 3 6  . s o o  . 4 0 0  - . 2 2 5 3 7 8 4 6 E - 0 2 * 
4 . L+ 3 Q  . 6 4 6 . 6 0 0  . 4 0 0  - . 4 1 7 9 4 4 1 5 E- 0 2 * � ..... 
4 . 7 6 5 . 8 7 6  . 1 0 0  • 1+ 0 0  - . 2 8 3 2 1 2 3 3 E - 0 2  * '° 
5 . 1  1 . 0 5 0  . 8 0 0  . 4 0 0  - . 9 9 0 2 8 2 5 3 E- 0 3  * 
· 5 . 4 4 1 1 . 1 8 1  . 9 0 0 . 4 0 0  - . 2 2 2 9 8 4 3 0 E - 0 4  * 
o . o - . 7 5 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 5 o o  . 7 8 5 4 0 l 7 8 E - O l  * 
1 . 0 2 6 - . 6 3 4  . 1 0 0 . s o o  . 6 7 9 4 8 1 4 7 E - o l * 
1 . 9 3 4  - . 3 3 6 . 2 0 0  . 5 0 0  . 4 4 1 5 8 3 1 0 E - O l  * 
2 . 6 7 3  . 0 4 4  . 3 0 0 • 5 0 0  . 2 1 2 6 2 2 6 5 E - O l * 
3 . 2 6 3  . 4 2 0  . 4 0 0  • 5 0 0  . 6 5 5 8 3 0 9 3 E - 0 2  * 
3 . 7 5 0 . 7 5 0  . 5 0 0  . 5 0 0  - . 1 4 0 3 6 8 7 5 E- 0 3  * 
L1- . 1 7 5  1 . 0 2 0  . 6 0 0  . 5 0 0  - . 1 7 9 � 2 4 9 2 E - 0 2  * 
4 . 5 6 8  l . 2 '3 6 . 7 0 0  . 5 0 0  - . 1 2 0 0 5 2 1 9 E - 0 2 * 
L1- . 9 4 8 1 . 4 0 7  . 8 0 0  . 5 0 0  - . 2 4 8 9 Q 5 8 9 E- 0 3  r * 
o . o . 2  0 . 0 0 0  . 6 0 0  . 3 2 5 6 5 5 4 6 E - O l * 
. 8 � 5 . 2 6 7  . 1 0 0  . 6 0 0  . 2 8 7 5 6 1 0 9 E- O l * 
1 . 6 5 0  . 4 5 0  . 2 0 0  . 6 0 0  . 1 9 7 6 3 9 0 0 E - O l * 
2 . '3 5 0  . 7  • � o  o . 6 0 0  . 1 0 1 5 7 7 9 8 E - O l * 
2 . 9 5 3  . 9 6 9  . 4 0 0  . 6 0 0  . 3 4 1 1 8 6 7 6 E - 0 2  * 
3 .  4 7'9 1 . 2 2 4  . 5 0 0 . 6 0 0  . 1 2 2 8 4 3 8 4 E - 0 3 * 
3 . 9 5 0  1 • /+ 5 0 . 6 0 0  . 6 0 0  - . 6 6 6 8 3 0 3 5 E- 0 3  * 
4 . 3 8 5  1 . 6 4 1  . 7 0 0  . 6 0 0  - . 3 1 9 1 2 8 7 0 E - 0 3 * 
o . o 1 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0  . 1 0 0  . 1 2 0 1 5 9 4 1 E - O l  * 
. 7 5 0  l · . 0 5 C) . 1 0 0  . 1 0 0  . 1 0 6 6 0 6 8 8E - O l  * 
1 . 4 6 6  1 . 1 6 8  . 2 0 0  . 1 0 0  . 7 3 6 1 4 6 8 3 E- 0 2 * 
2 . 1 2 5  1 . 3 3 9 . 3 0 0  . 1 0 0  . 3 7 6 1 4 3 4 2 E - 0 2 * 
2 . 7 2 3  1 . 5 3 4  . 4 0 0  . 1 u o  . 1 1 7 6 7 7 4 5 [ - 0 2 * 
3 . 2 6 3 1 . 7 3 1  . 5 0 0  . 1 0 0  - . 5 4 9 4 4 8 5 3 E- 0 5 * 
3 . 7 5 8  1 . 9 1 4 . 6 0 0 . 1 0 0  - . 1 6 2 6 5 3 1 9 E - 0 3  * 
4 . 2 2 1  2 . 0 7 8  . 1 0 0  . 1 0 0  - . 4 8 2 6 3 4 7 2 E - 0 5 * 
o . o  1 . 7 2 5  0 . 0 0 0  . B O O  . 3 4 2 3 5 9 5 3 E- 0 2  * 
. 6 8 0  1 . 7 5 3  . 1 0 0  . s o o  . 2 9 9 8 9 9 9 0 E - 0 2 * 
J • 3 4 1  1 . 8 3 5 . 2 0 0  . s o o  . 1 9 7 2 5 3 9 2 E - 0 2  * 
1 . 9 6 6  1 . 9 5 6  . 3 0 0  . s o o  . 8 8 8 1 1 8 5 1 E - 0 3 * 
2 . 5 5 0 2 . 1  . 4 0 0  . s o o  . l 9 1 3 8 3 5 4 E - 0 3 * 
3 . () 9 2 2 . 2 5 1  • 5 0 0  . 8 0 0  - . 2 1 9 8 3 3 7 3 E- 0 4 * 
3 . 6 2 . 4  • 6 0 U . 8 0 0 . o o o o o o o o E - 9 9 * � 
o . o 2 . 3 8 3  0 . 0 0 0  . 9 0 0  • 5 0 8 2 7 2 L� 9 E - 0 3 * 
. 6 3 2  2 .  40  3 . 1 0 0 · 
1 . 2 � 2  2 . 46 1  . 2 0 0  
1 . 8 5 0 2 . 5 5 0 . 3 0 0  
2 . 4 1 8  2 . 6 5 8  . 4 0 0  
. 9 0 0  . 4 1 9 9 8 3 19 E- 0 3  
. 9 0 0  . 2 2 2 5 1 4 4 3 E - 0 3 
. 9 0 0  . 5 5 6 3 2 0 0 4 E - 0 4  








RO UN D C O R N E R E D SQ UA R E  P L A T E  L OA D E D  O V E R A C I R C U L A R  R E G I ON 
D E F L E C T I ON OF  T H E  I N N E R  R E G I O N 
Z Z JO B  5-
Z Z  F O R  X � . . 
5 F O R M A T ( F l 0 . 3 , 3 X , F l 0 . 3 , 3 X , F l 0 . 3 , 3 X , F l0 . 3 , 3 X , E l4 . 8 ) 
6 FORM A T ( 4 F l 4 . l l ) 
. 7  FORM A T ( 2 F l 0 . 3 )  
f� E A D  6 , l:3 , C , D , b 8 
3 0  R E A D 7 , X , Y 
0 = 2 5 . / 4 8 . �· lj 
R = - . Q 4 
U l = X / (J 
V l = Y / Q 
U 2 = X / O - R * V l * * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U l * * 3 * V l * V l - 5 . * R * V l * * 4 * U l 
V 2 = Y /Q - R * V l * * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U l * U l * V l ** 3 - 5 . * R *U l * * 4 * V l 
U 3 � X /O - R *V 2 * * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 2 * * 3� V 2 * V 2 - 5 . * R * V 2 * * 4 * U 2 
0 3 = Y / O - R * V 2 * * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 2 * U 2 * V 2 ** 3 - 5 . * R * U 2 * * 4 *V2  
U l� == X I Ci - r� -n V 3 ➔f ➔i- 5 + 1 0 • * f� ➔c- U 3 �- * 3 ➔<- V 3 * V 3 - 5 • -� R * V 3 ➔{- * 4 * U 3 
V4 = Y /Ll - R * V 3 * * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 3 *U 3 * V 3 ** 3 - 5 . * R * U 3 * * 4 * V 3 
U 5 = X / O - R* V 4* * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 4 * * 3 * V4 * V 4 - 5 . * R * V 4 * * 4 * U4 
V 5 = Y / Q- R *V 4* * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 4* U 4 * V 4 * * 3- 5 . * R * U 4 * * 4 * V4 
U 6 = X / CJ - R * V 5 ➔i- ➔c- 5 + 1 0 • -�rr I� * U 5 ➔t- ,:- 3 -:c- V 5 * V 5 - 5 • * R * V 5 * * 4 3/1· U 5 
V6 = Y /O - R * V 5 t * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 5 * U S* V 5 ** 3 - 5 . * R * U 5 * * 4 * V 5 
U 7 = X / G - R * V 6 * * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 6 * * 3 * V 6 * V 6 - 5 . * R* V 6 * * 4 *U6  
V 7 = Y / O - R * V 6 * * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U6 � U 6 * V 6 * * 3 - 5 . 1 R �U 6 * * 4 * V 6 
u s = x Io - r� ➔c- v  7 -x- -�- 5 + 1 o • . * F< ➔;- u 7 � -r.- 3 -¾· v 7 -� v 7 - 5 • ➔-L R -r-- v 7 1c- 1{- 4 ➔i-u 7 
V8 = Y / O - R * V 7 * * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 7 *U 7 * V 7* * 3- 5 . * R *U 7 ** 4 * V 7 
U9 = X / O- R *V8 ** 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 8 * * 3 * V B * V B - 5 . * R * V 8 * *4 i u a  
V9 = Y / O -R *V 8 * * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 8 *U 8 * V 8 ** 3 - 5 . * R * U 8 * * 4 * V 8 
U = U 9  
V = V 9 
E = U* LJ +V* V 
F = U* * 6 - 5 . * U * * 4* V * V - 5 . * U * U * V * * 4+ V ** 6  





G= F F  
H = U** l 0 + 5 . * U * * 8 * V ** 2 + 1 0 . * U * * 6 * V* * 4+ 1 0 . * U * * 4 *V * * &i::_5__. *U* U * V * * 8 + V * *l0 * �  
P = U·* .}A- 4 - 6  . *U�- U* V-)(- V + V * * 4  
--
D l  = ( 2 .  * 0 *Q - 1 8  . * Q * Q * R * R + C � C ) / ( 4 . * 0- 2 0 . *0 * R * R ) 
D 5 = Q ➔� R - R ➔:- D 1 
G 0 = ( - 2 . * 0 * D l - 2 . * U * R � D 5 ) / C C * C ) 
G4 = ( - 2 . * Q * R * D l - 2 • *Q * D 5 ) / ( C* C > 
5 = U * * 8 - 4 . * U* * 6 * V * V- 1 0 . * U * * 4* V ** 4 - 4 . * U*U* V * * 6 +V ** 8 
T = U * * l 2 - 2 6 . * U ** l O * V � V + l 5 . * U* * 8 * V * * 4 + 8 4 . * U * * 6 * V* * 6 + 1 5 . * U ** 4* V * * 8 - 2 6* 
l • * U* U * V* * l O + V * * l 2 
W = U** l 6 - 2 0 . * U * * l 2 * V * * 4- 6 4 . * U* * l O * V* * 6- 9 0 . * U * * B *V * * 8 -6 4 . * U* * 6 * V* * lO * 
1 - 2 0 • * U �- -l-'.- Lv'/4· v -:Hl- 1 2 + V ➔H� 1 6 
A = U * * 2 0 + l O . * U * * l B * V * V +4 5 . * U ** l 6* V * * 4 + ] 2 0 . * U * * l 4* V * * 6 + 2 1 0 . i U * * l2 *V * *  
1 * 8 + 2 5 2 . * U * * l O * V* * l 0 + 2 l O . * U* * 8 * V* * l 2 + 1 2 0 . * U* * 6 * V* *'1 4 + 4 5 . * U * * 4 * V * * l 6 * 
1 + 1 0 . * U* U * V* * l 8 + V* * 2 0 
1 0 . 0 0 
R E S T = -0 * * 4* R* * 4 / ( 4 . * C *C ) * A + C * C * G4 * P  
E E = U* * l 2 + 6 . * U* * l 0 * V* V + l 5 . * U * * B * V* * 4 + 2 0 e * U * * 6 * V ** 6 + 1 5 . * U* * 4* V * * 8 +6 . * 
l * U * U * V* * l O + V * * l 2  
WO N E = B B *C *C / ( 1 6 . * D J * ( ( C * C + 2 . * 0* 0* E+ 4 . *0* 0* R * F + 2 . * 0 * 0 * R *R *H ) * L OG F ( ( * 
1 0+0 * R * G J / C ) + ( l . 2 5 +G O ) *C * C + ( 2 a *D l *O -Q* Q ) * E + < 2 • *0*R * D 1 + 2 . * D 5 - 2 • *0*0* * 
1 R ) * F + ( O *U * R * R + 2 . * 0 * R * D 5 ) * H -Q* * 4 / ( 4 . * C * C > * F F-0**4* R / ( C * C ) * S -0 * * 4* R * * 
1 R / ( 2 . *C * C J * T - Ll * * 4 *R * R / ( C * C ) * E E- 0 * * 4* R * * 3 / ( C * C ) *W+ R E S T ) 
· P U N C H  5 , X , Y , U , V , WONE  
GO  1 0 3 0  
E N D  
2 . 5 0 . o o ,� 2 9 2 . 0 0 0 0 8 2 8 9 5 
o . o o . o  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0 - . 1 3 3 8 4 4 5 7 E + O O  
1 . 0 o . o  . 1 9 2  0 . 0 0 0  - . 1 2 2 2 2 6 0 6 E+ O O  
2 . 0 o . o  . 3 8 4  0 . 00 0  - . 9 0 8 4 2 7 3 5 E - O l 
2 . 5  o . o  . 4 8 0 0 . 0 0 0 - . 7 0 7 9 5 7 3 6 E - O l  
o . o  1 . 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 1 9 2  - . 1 2 2 2 2 4 B 4 E + o o  
l .  0 1 . 0 . 1 9 1  . 1 9 1 - . 1 1 1 3 5 5 9 4 E + O O  
2 . 0 1 . 0 . 3 8 3  . 1 9 2  - . 8 2 2 7 4 9 5 7 E- O l 
?. • 2 9 1  1 .  0 . 4 3 8  . 1 9 2  - . 7 17 4 Q l 9 Q E- O l 












? . n l • 5 . 3 8 2  
l • 5 2 . n . 2 8 8 
1 . 0 2 . 2 9 1 . 1 9 1  
o . o 2 . 5 . 0 0 1 
o . o 2 . 0 0 . 0 0 0 
1 . 0 2 . 0 . 1 9 2 
. 2 8 7 
. 3 8 2  
. 4 3 9  
. 4 8 1 
. 3 8 4 
. 3 8 3  
- . 7 2 3 9 09 5 8 E- O l 
- . 7 2 3 2 0 7 6 4 E - O l 
- . 7 1 5 6 7 4 1 3 E- O l  
- . 7 0 5 7 4 5 0 5 E - O l 
- . 9 0 7 7 5 7 6 2 E- O l  










ROUN D  CORN E R E D  SQUA R E  P L A T E  L OA D E D  OVE R  A - -C I R C U L A �  R EG I ON  
D E F L E C T I ON O F  THE  OU T E R  R EG I ON 
Z Z J O B  5 
Z Z FO R X 5  
5 F O R M A T ( F l0 . 3 , 3 X , F l0 . 3 , 3 X , F l0 . 3 , 3 X , F l 0 . 3 , 3 X , E l 4 . 8 }  
6 F O R M A T ( 4 F l4 . ll }  
7 F O R M A T ( 2 F l 0 . 3 ) 
R � A D  6 , 8 , C , D , � e  
3 0  � E A D 7 , X , Y 
0 = 2 s . 1 4 B . * e  
R = - . Q 4 
U l = X / Q 
V l = Y / Q 
l l 2 = X /O - R * V l ** 5 + 1 0 . * R * U l* * 3* V l * V l- 5 . * R * V l* * 4 * U l 
V 2 = Y / O - R * V l * * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U l * U l * V l * * 3 - 5 . * R *U l * * 4 *V l 
U 1 = X / O - R * V ? � * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 2 * * 3 * V 2 * V 2 - 5 . * R * V 2 * * 4 *U 2  
V 1 = Y / O - R * V 2 * * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 2 * U 2 *V 2 * * 3 - S . * R * U 2 * � 4 *V 2 
U4 = X / Q - R *V 3 * * 5 + 1 0 . * R *U 3 * * 3* V 3 * V 3- 5 . * R *V 3 * * 4 * U 3 
V4 = Y / O - R * V 3�* 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 3 * U 3* V 3 * * 3 - 5 . * R * U 3 * * 4 * V 3 
U 5 = X / Q - R* V 4 * * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 4 * * 3* V 4* V 4 - 5 . * R *V 4 * * 4 * U 4  
V 5 = Y / O - R * V 4� * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 4 *U 4* V 4 * * 3 - 5 . * R * U 4 * * 4 * V 4 
' U 6 = X /O - R * V 5 * * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 5 * * 3 *V 5 * V 5 - 5 . * R * V 5 * * 4 * U 5 
V 6 = Y / Q - R� V 5 * * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 5 * U 5 * V 5 � * 3 - 5 . * R * U 5 * * 4 * V 5 
U 7 = X /O - R * V6 * * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 6 * * 3 * V 6 * V 6 - 5 . * R * V 6 * * 4 *U6 
V 7 = Y /Q - R* V 6 * * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 6 * U 6* V 6* * 1 - 5 . * R * U 6 * * 4* V 6 
U H = X / O - R * V 7 * * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 7 * * 3 * V 7 * V 7 - 5 . * R * V 7 * * 4 * U 7 
V B = Y /O - R * V 7 * 1 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 7 * U 7* V 7 ** 3 - 5 . * R * U 7 * * 4 *V 7 
U9 = X / O - R * V 8 * * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U 8 * * 3* V 8 *V 8 - 5 . * R *V 8 * * 4 * U 8 
V9 = Y /O - R * V 8 * * 5 + 1 0 . * R * U8 * U B * V 8 * * 3 - 5 . * R * U 8 * * 4 * V B 
U = U 9 
V = V 9 
E = U* U+ V* V 
F = U * * 6 - 5 . * U* * 4*V * V- 5 . * U * U *V* * 4+ V* * 6 




P = U* * 4 - 6 . * U*U * V* V + V * * 4 
D 1 = ( 2 . * 0*Q- 1 8 . * 0* 0 * R * R + C * C ) / ( 4 . * 0- 2 0 . * 0 * R * R ) 
D 5 = 0* R - R * D l  
G 0 = ( � 2 . * 0 * D l - 2 . * 0 * R * D 5 ) / ( C * C ) 
G 4 = ( - 2 . *0 * R * D l - 2 • * 0 * D 5 ) / ( C * C ) 
S = U * * B - 4 . * U * * 6 * V * V - 1 0 . * U * * 4 * V * * 4 - 4 . * U*U* V* * 6 + V* * 8  
T = U * * 1 2 - 2 6 . * U * * 1 0 * V * V + l 5 . * U** 8 * V * * 4 + 8 4 . * U * * 6 * V * * 6 + 1 5 • * U** 4* V* * 8 - 2 6 * 
l . *U* U * V * * l O + V * * l 2  
W = U* * l 6 - 2 0 . * U * * l 2 * V * * 4� 6 4 . * U* * l O * V * * 6 - 9 0 . * U* * 8 *V * * B -6 4 . * U* * 6 * V ** l O * 
1 � 2 0 . * U * * 4 * V * * l2 + V * * l 6  
A = U * * 2 0 + 1 0 . * U * * l 8 * V * V + 4 5 . * U* * l 6* V * * 4 + 1 2 0 . * U * * l4* V * *6 + 2 1 0 • * U* * l2 * V * * 
1 * 8 + 2 5 2 . * U * * l O * V* * l 0 + 2 l O . * U ** 8 * V * * l 2 + 1 2 0 . * U* * 6 * V * * l 4 + 4 5 . * U* * 4 * V* * l6 * 
i + 1 0 . * U* U * V* * l 8 + V* * 2 0  
. · · w T W 0 = 9 B * C * C / ( 1 6 . * D ) * ( - ( C * C + 2 . * 0 * 0* E +4 . * R *Q* Ll * F + 2 . * 0 *Q�R * R *H ) * L OG F ( * 
l SO R T F ( E )  ) +C * C * G O + ? . * O * D l * E + ( 2 . * 0* D 5 + 2 . * 0 * R * D l ) * F + 2 . * 0* R * D 5 *H + C * C* G* 
1 4 * P ) 
P U  M C  H 5 , X , Y , U , V , 11/ T 1tJ 0 
G O  1·0 3 0  
E N D  
1 0 . 0 0  2 . 5 0 . 0 0 4 2 9 2  . 0 0 0 0 8 2 8 9 5  
2 . 5 o . o . 4 8 0 0 • 0 0 0 - - . 7 0 8 6 8 1 9 7 E - O l  * 
, . o o . o . 5 7 6 0 . 0 0 0  - . 5 0 5 7 4 2 2 6 E - O l * 
4 . Q o . o . 7 6 8  0 . 0 0 0  - . 1 6 6 7 3 7 9 6 E - O l * 
2 . 2 9 1 1 .  0. • 4 3 8  . 19 2  - . 7 1 4 10 0 2 2 E- O l  .l,f, 
3 . 0  1 . 0  . 5 7 3  . 19 5  - . 4 5 0 0 5 4 0 3 E- O l * 
'+ . 0 1 . 0 . 7 6 0 . 2 0 3 - . 14 3 1 3 0 1 5 E - O l * 
2 . 0 1 . 5  . 3 8 2  . 2 8 7  - . 7 1 7 8 1 6 4 2 [ - 0 l * 
1 .  5 2 . 0  . 2 8 8  . 3 8 2  - . 7 1 7 0 8 9 7 6 [ - 0 l * 
2 . () 2 . 0 . 3 8 2  . 3 8 2  - . 5 8 8 0 6 1 7 0 E - O l * 
3 . Q 2 . 0 . 5 6 7  • 3 8 Li- - . 3 Q 5 7 5 6 7 8 E- O l * 
4 . Q  2 . 0  . 74 6 . 3 9 5  - . 8 2 1 3 5 1 9 6 [- 0 2 * 
1 . 0 2 . 2 9 1  . 1 9 3 . 4 3 9  - . 7 1 2 3 3 0 6 8 E- O l  * 
o . o 2 . 5 . 0 0 1  . 4 8 1  - . 7 Q 6 4 7 8 8 7 E - O l * 
o . o 3 . o  . 0 0 2 . 5 7 8  - . 5 Q 0 4 0 4 2 6 E - O l * 
1 . 0 3 . o . 1 9 7  . 5 7 5  - . 4 4 3 9 3 0 5 6 E - O l .)/ /(° 
� 
f\) °' 
2 . 0 3 . 0  . 3 8 7  
3 . 0  3 . Q . 5 6 6  
4 . 0  3 . 0  . 7 3 4  
o . o 4 . 0  . 0 1 2  
1 . 0 I+ • Q . 2 1 5  
2 . 0  4 . Q  . 4 0 4  
3 . 0 l� • 0 . 5 7 7  
. 5 6 9  
. 5 6 6  
. 5 7 1  
. 7 7 9  
. 7 7 0  
. 7 5 3  
. 7 3 9  
- . 3 0 1 0 5 0 8 5 E - O l  
- . 1 3 3 5 19 8 8 E - O l 
- . 1 7 7 4 1 2 5 5 ( - 0 2 
- . 1 5 1 1 3 5 1 3 E - O l  
- . 1 2 7 5 7 1 9 9 E - O l 
- .  7 l 1 9 7 Lf- 1 9 E - 0 2  











ROUN D C O R N E R E D  SQ U ARE  P L A T E l,. O A D E D  OV E R  A C I R C U L A R  R E G I O N 
D E F L E C T I O N O F T H E  O U T E R  R EG I O N 
Z Z JO B  5 
Z Z F O R X 5 
5 FOR M A T ( F l0 . 3 , 3 X , F l0 . 3 , 3 X , F l 0 . 3 , 3 X , F l0 . 3 , 3 X , E l 4 . 8 )  
6 F O R M A T ( 4 F l4 . l l ) 
7 F O R �� A T ( 2 F 1 0 • 3 ) 
R E AD 6 , B , C , D , Bb  
3 0  f� E A. D  7 , U , V 
Q = 2 5 . / 4 8 . * B  
R = - . 0 4 
X = O* U +O* R *U * * 5 - 1 0 . * 0*R * U* * 3 * V ** 2 + 5 . *Q* R * U * V * * 4 
Y = Q� V + 5 . *0 * R * U * * 4 *V - l O . * R *O* U * * 2 * V* * 3 +Q * R * V * * 5  
E = LJ-li-- LJ+  v -* V 
F = U* * 6 - 5 . * U ** 4 *V * V - 5 . * U * U * V * * 4+ V * * 6 
H = U* * l 0 + 5 . � U * * 8 * V * * 2 + 1 Q . * U** 6* V * * 4+ 1 0 . * U * * 4 * V* * 6+ 5 . * U* U* V* * 8 + V**l0 * 
P = U* * 4 - 6 . *U* U* V*V + V * * 4 
D 1 = ( 2 . * 0 * Q - 1 8 . *0* 0 * R * R+ C * C ) / ( 4 . * 0- 2 0 . *Q* R * R ) 
D 5 = o-r� R - R * D l 
G 0 = ( - 2 . *0 * D l - 2 . * 0 * R *D 5 ) / ( C*C )  
G4 = ( - 2 • * 0 * R * D l - 2 • * 0 * D 5 ) / ( C * C ) 
S = U* * R -4 . * U* ¾ 6 * V* V - J. O . * U * * 4* V * * 4- 4 . * U* U * V** 6 +V * * 8  
T = U * * l 2 - 2 6 . * U* * l O * V* V + 1 5 . * U** B * V * * 4 + 8 4 . * U * * 6 * V * * 6 + 1 5 . * U * * 4* V* * 8 - 2 6 *  
l . * U* U* V¾ * l O+ V * * l 2  
W= U** l 6- 2 0 . * U * * 1 2 * V * * 4 - 6 4 . * U** l O * V* * 6- 9 0 . * U* * B *V* * B - 6 4 . * U * * 6 *V * *lO * 
l - 2 0 . * U * * 4 *V * * l 2 + V * * l 6  
A = U* * 2 0 + 1 0 . *U** l 8 * V * V + 4 5 . * U** l6*V * * 4 + 1 2 0 . * U ** l 4* V* * 6 + 2 1 0 • * U* * l 2 * V * *  
1 * 8 + 2 5 2 . * U ** l O * V* * l 0 + 2 1 0 . * U** 8 *V * * l2 + 1 2 0 . * U * *6 * V** l4+4 5 . * U* * 4 * V** l6* 
1 + 1 Q .  -lI· LJ * U ·'� V* ·* l 8 +V�· * 2 0 
W T WO= B � * C*C / ( 16 . * D ) * ( - ( C* C + 2 . *0* G* E + 4 . * R * Q * O * F + 2 . *0*0* R * R* H ) * LOG F C * 
l SQ R T F ( E )  ) + C * C ➔r G 0 + 2 • *0 * Dl* E + ( 2 • * 0* D 5 + 2 . * Q * R * D l ) * F + 2 . * 0* R * D 5 *H + C* C * G* 
1 4- * P )  
P UN C H  5 , X , Y , U , V , vJ T W 0 
GO T O  3 0  




1 0 . 0 0 2 . 5 0 . 0 0 4 2 9 2  . 0 0 0 0 8 2 8 9 5  
5 . 0 o . o  1 .  0 0 0  · 0 . 0 0 0  . 9 8 0 7 8 0 9 1 E - 0 8  * 
4 . 8 1 9 2 . 1 0 8 . 9 0 0 . 4 3 5  . 5 6 8 8 5 2 9 3 E - 0 7 * 
4 . 3 7 4 3 . 1 4 0  . s o o . 6 0 0  . 1 1 3 1 6 7 0 2 [ - 0 7 * 
3 . 7 8 5  3 . 8 7 4 . 1 0 0  . 7 1 4  . 6 1 8 6 4 6 4 2 E - 0 7 * 
3 . 1 4 0 4 . 3 7 4  . 6 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 1 1 3 1 6 7 0 2 E - 0 7  * 
2 . 4 9 9  L1- • 6 9 1 . 5 0 0 . 8 6 6  . 5 9 6 0 l 3 0 1 E - 0 7 * 
1 . 8 9 9  4 . B 7 1  . 4 0 0 . 9 1 6  . 3 1 9 8 8 5 4 6 E - 0 7 * 
1 . 3 5 4 L+ . 9 :) 8  . 3 0 0 • 9 ':> 3  . 6 0 2 0 4 8 5 9 l:: - 0 7 * 
. 8 6 5  4 . 9 9 1 . 2 0 0 . 9 7 9 . 5 2 0 5 6 8 3 3 E - 0 7 * ' 
• L1- 2 0 4 . 9 9 9  . 1 0 0 . 9 9 5 . 5 4 3 2 0 1 7 3 E - 0 7  * 
4 . 9 9 9 . 4 2 0 . 9 9 5 . 1 0 0 . 5 4 3 2 0 l 7 3 E - 0 7 * 
Lt • 9 q 1 . 8 G 5 . 9 7 9 - � 0 0 . ::i 2 0 5 6 8 3 3 E - 0 7 �-
l+ . 9 5 f3 1 .  3 5 L1- . 9 5 3 . 3 0 0  . 6 0 3 5 5' 7 4 8 E - 0 7 y ,, 
4 . 8 7 1 1 . 8 9 9  . 9 1 6 . 4 0 0  . 3 2 2 9 0 3 2 5 E - 0 7 * 
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